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LOCAL AFFAIR IS
NKW

BURR ILL NATIONAL BANK
*

ADtKKTISEMKNTS THIS WEEK

In every Department, Check, Savings
and Safe Deposit, the Burriil National Bank
offers you as a new customer every facility
for the transaction of your business.

'schedule

star.

thousand satisfied customers.
for particulars—your inquiry
write
Call
will be welcome.
two

Day*.

From West—0.47 a m; 4.81 p m.
From East—11.11, a m; 6.24 pm.
MAILS CLOSE

Going West—10.40
Going East—0.15 a

gram included a vocal s >lo
Walker. Miss Uteeht gave

AT P08T0PPICR

talk

m:

by Miss Sophia

We shall be pleased to furnish these on request. In any other
way we will gladly render any assistance which may be possible in
aiding our friends and patrons in filing their returns.

interesting

an

“Women

on

be-

We have also had printed for distribution a “Digest of the 1918
Federal War Revenue Law,” which we think will be useful to the
•
income tax payer.

Missionaries in America,” and Hoy C. Haines spoke on the
“Women of France.”

5.60 p m.
3.55 p m.

a m;

on or

We have a limited supply of Income Tax Returns, form 1040 A, to
be used by individuals whose net iucome for the year 1013 was toot
more than $5,000.00 and shall be pleased to furnish them while
they
last to parties who have not received their blanks.

morning.
The woman’s club met yesterday at the
home of Mrs. George S. Foster. The pro-

MAILS RECEIVED.

or

Income Tax Keturns must be filed with the government
fore March 15.

The Thursday club will have a picnic
supper at the home of Miss Helen Shut6
next Friday evening. All
arrangements
same as at last one.
Members who are
unable to attend are requested to notify
Mrs. L. A. Leach not later than Friday

OF MAILS

Week

INCOME TAXES

planned for Friday of last
week, was postponed to Friday of next
week. The senior reception to the juniors
will be given as originally planned on
Friday of this week.

In effect, yQV. 11, 1918.

same

sociable at the high school

building,

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOPPICE.

careful, painstaking attention,
strictly confidential, now rendered to more
than

their

No. 9.

I

2H>btrtisnntnl8.

postoffice. As fast as the girls pcy
pledges a red star will appear after
names.
Girls, hurry and get a red

The senior

Insurance statements
Commissioners’ notice
Notice of Appointments
Saxon touring car for sale
J A Haynes— Grocer
Maine Anti-Tuberculosis Ass’n
Notice of Foreclosure-R B Holmes
F C A W H Scott—Corner new- store
Caution notice—Bej jamin W Trundy
Bi.uehill:
Geo Nason—Snnkist oran ges

tNTBSID AS IIOOND* CLASS MATTER
AT THB ELLSWORTH P^STOPPICB.

iu the
their

Hound lost

EiLSWORTH, MAINE

The

'Stmerfran.

llsiuodlj

Registered mail should be at postcfBce half

A party of Eastern Stars from Irene
chapter of Ellsworth visited the chapter
at
McKinley last Thursday evening.
WEATHER IN ELLSWORTH.
They were delightfully entertained, and a
For Week Ending at Midnight Tuesday, little delay of a few hours by auto troubles on the return trip did not lessen the
a
*Vb. 25, 191‘j.
enjoyment of the occasion.
From observations
an

Wedge of Cheese

a

Buy

We handle the Brookfield brand. It's not strong, but
rich, full Cream Cheese and leaves a taste that makes you
wish you had more. A fortunate purchase enables us to
reduce

closes.

taken at the powei
station of the Bar Harbor A Union Rivei
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

ending

35C POT lb>

to

price

i

hour before mail

at

midnight.J

Weather
conditions

Temperature
4 a

Wed
Tburs
Fri
Bat
Sun
Mon
Tuea

12 m
32-

tn

21
22—
12—
30-

forenoon
fair
fair
fair

32-

34a5—
34-

30-

23-

snow

.10
1

10

fair

clear

fair,cloudy

E. A. Lermond

SiLVY

LINNEHAN, iNC.

cc

here he is

GARAGE

.

Ellsworth for
S.

broken
.

—

Overland and Chevrolet Cars
Also -Dealers in Second-hand Cars.

Cars

offered at

now

One

Two Overland
Two Ford

Second-hand

Bargains:
Chevrolet

Four-Ninety

from

Bath,

short visit last week.

a

also

was

well

known

here, being employed at the knitting mill.
The body of Mrs. Evelyn Butler Taylor, formerly of North Hancock, was
brought here- Friday and placed in the
receiving tomb. Mrs. Taylor died Feh. 18,
at

ber Lome in

Butler

New

and

York.

She

was

a

late James and Mary
well known in
this

of the
was

vicinity.

Sunday.

Johnston had his right wrist
last Wednesday while cranking

car.

.

The Washington Birthday social given
the Congregational vestry Saturday
evening, under the management of the
February committee, was a very pleasant
at

affair,
to

'there

the

was

by

a

Rev;

Telephones: Office,

four-minute
Re-

Mathews.

14

—

CALL ON

Residence,

—

polls

will be

open at the municipal

freshments

were

served.

....

The

FWt

go's

144

o w. TAPLEY
General Insurance, Real Estate

appropriate

program

including
R. B.

day,

address

a

(TAPLEY BUILDING)
MAINE
ELLSWORTH,
Washington
Birthday
party
given
election next Monday from 6 a. m. to &
When thinking of insuring your property
unat
Hancock
hall
last
evening
Friday
p. in.
der the auspices of Nokomis Kebekah
Mrs. Theresa Whiting who has been
KILLED IN WOODS.
lodge was well attended. The program
ill of inflammatory rheumatism is imincluded tableaux, duets, by Harry Parker Clarence
lilaisdell, Crushed by Tree
proving.
and Martha Royal, and Ella Mae Johnston
al Jackman, Was Native ot Otis.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Robinson are and Madeline
Sabans, vocal solos by
Clarence Biaisdell of Old Orchard, who
receiving congratulations on the birth Louise Alexander and Hazel Nevells, a
was crushed to death under a
falling tree
of a son, born Sunday.
a
boIo
Catherine
by
Austin,and
piano
in the logging woods at Jackman last
Miss Margaret Monaghan, who has been drill by the young ladies on the floor of
week, was a native of Otis. The body was
at home from Houlton the psst week, left the hall. Dancing followed.
brought to Ellsworth and entombed,
lor
a
lo
Boston.
to-uuy
ou&iutssliip
The many frienSs of John E. Doyle of awaiting interment in Otis in the
spring.
Miss Florence Morris of Orono, a former Ellsworth
are
warmly congratulating
Mr. Biaisdell was forty-seven years of
teacher at the high school, was the week- him on his recent appointment as deputy
**
age. He was a son of the late Charles
move,
end guebt of Miss Dorothy McGown.
collector of customs for Bar Harbor and
Biaisdell and wife of Otis. He was un^
Mr. Doyle has been a lifeEllsworth.
a
married.
He
was
son
and
good
so
The book sociable at Bayside grange
brother,
you
resident of Ellsworth,
being em- a staunch friend, a brave soldier in the
hall on St. Valentine night was a success. long
the* Morrison-Joy Hardware
by
ployed
war.
He
was
a
member
Spanish-American
The grange thanks all who presented
Co., ever since his boyhood. While his ol several fraternal orders, and a general
books and helped in the program.
new position will keep him at Bar Harbor
favorite with all who knew him.
Daddy does look funny peering over
There was a
attendance
The

AGENTS FOIi

over

Mrs. F. C. Burrill of Portland ia the
guest of Mrs. K. E. Mas.on.
Pearl S. Thorsen of New York was in
C.

.

here

was

employed,

q^Ellsworth,Maine

Word ha9 been received in Ellsworth of
deaths
within
ast
the
two
months
of
the
mother, brother-inlaw and infant eon of John Blood, jr
formerly of Ellsworth. The brother-in-

daughter
w

j

the

law, Harry Monz,

cloudy
cloudy,fair

cloudy
cloudy

40—

itation

afternoon
fair
fair

snow,fair

32—

Precip-

Union Biust Company

daddy,

look

Touring Cars

funny”

v

gT Public

Auto Service

Day

and

Night

sociable

TELEPHONE 123

Wednesday evening,
birthday party,” and
joy it.
Harry L. Wheelden

(DIRECT FROM CALIFORNIA)

are

ail

the

last

vestry

“everybody’s

seemed

to

eu-

has

negotiated for
the purchase of the grocery store of the
late Frank A. Rideout on State street,

aud

as soon

the transfer

as

The honor roll of the

girls

iss-me-in-tlie-dark Winesap Apples
Peanuts

was

can

be

made,

will reopen the store.

ALSO

on

good
Methodist

the

it

SWEET SUNKIST ORANGES
(Best

at

at

Earth)

has

Ellsworth Victory

been received and will be

hung

acihmtonnnUB.

cheaper—10c Quart

for

duty

Robinson has rented the second
floor of the building, above his former
store, and is fitting up there his optical
E. F.

and

rooms

will be

room

to-morrow

evening.

R. B. H.,
Care of AMERICAN

^3

acoui

mree

A.

J.

119

THOMPSON

MAIN STREET

Representing
'r^e Equitable Fire and Marine Insurance Go.
HARTFORD, CONN.

O. C. BURRILL

&

SON

fire and automobile insurance
some of the

leading companies

nurse
Miss M. Elizabeth
Googins
94 FR'NKL|N ST.,

Telephone

ELLSWORTH
i«.j

Batteries Stored for Winter and
Given i’roper Care

A. R. ROYAL
68 State

It can’t leak
because it’s
made in one
that's
piece

why

we

antee

satisfac-

tion

or

money

guaryour

line of

goods.

Prices

from 40c to $4.75

St.,

next

Court House,

Ellsworth

Moore’s

Pharmacy
Cor. opp. the Post Office
Mail Orders a

Specialty

the

Rodick

eccentric,

Monday

and

was

he wants to

few feet away. Does

The

answer

is

1TRYPTOK
IV
IV

alw’ays

somewhat

of

afternoon he suffered

GLASSES

a

recluse.

an

ill turn

INVISIBLE BIFOCALS

THE

considered

E. F. ROBINSON
OPTOMETRIST

street, but soon revived after being
to his apartments in a business
(dock, where he lived alone. In the morning he was fouud dead. It is supposed
that fear of a long illness prompted the

on

a

this affect you ?

resort, committed suicide Monday night,
himself in the heacT with a revolver. He was seventy-five years of age.
Mr.

than

early days of that

the

Victor

taken

Edison Talking Machine*
ELLSWORTH, MAINZ

and

LOOK

act.

of

was

supplies

notified that about
and bedding had

Married Over Seventy Years.
Let us fi:l your orders for gardeu seeds,
such us Berts, Turnips, Parsnips, Carrots,
Johnston, who died Sunday Cucumbers.
Squash and Citron. All in Packat her home in Otis at the age of ninety
uses at 5c each; none sold in bulk this spring.
St. Regis
have
all been tested.
Our
seeds
years, leaves a husband, aged ninety-five.
j raspberry bushes at 45c per doz.; $1.50 per
They had been married over seventy years. 100; apple trees. 2 years old, 8 to 4^ feet high,
We shall
She leaves also two children, her death at 10c each; all in limited numbers.
sell at these prices as long as our stock lasts.
Mail orders promptly attended to. Address
being the first break in the family.
Mrs. Louise

Thursday, Feb. 27, 8 p. m.,
hall, Huntington ave., Boston

jail

reunion.

in default

built

of

$500

bail each.

auxiliary boat Alexis I. duPont,
by the Ellsworth Foundry &

Works, is now on her way to
Jacksonville, Fla., having sailed from
John
New
York last
Friday. Capt.
Peterson and Carl Wiberg, who sailed on
Machine

home

thusiastic

over

Friday.
her

Both

York,

were

COMING EVENTS.

performance

on

and

nine-knot

Bluehill

ANDREW P. JORDAN

Friday evening, Feb. 28, at Hancock
halt—Senior reception to Juniors of high

BARBER
Now at
11 Church Street

school.

Monday evening,

3, at Hancock
hall—Testimonial to Fred E. Cooke. All
seats reserved.

March

Tickets,

50

cents,

on

Thursday at R. H. Smith’s.

(Opp. Congregational Church)

sale
1

where he will be pleased to see all old
and new customers

the

a skip for the entire
developed better than a
speed, where the requirement

THE CORNER NEWS STORE

she

only nine.

was

—

Hancock County Nursery & Seed Co.
Maine
Surry,

Sewell

showed

She

smoothly, without

trip,

at

en-

seaworthiness, encountering some rough weather, and
being
light, this gave her a pretty
thorough testing. Her engines worked

The

boat

itself

NORTH

Main and State Streets

bids fair

to prove the best kind of an advertisebuilders. The
ment for the Ellsworth
Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works
now
has orders for two more boats,
smaller than the duPont, and is already
getting out stock lor one of them.

back.

Kantleek Rubber

in

goods. Mrs. Kenney and her
daughter, Mrs. Rose Pickering, were arrested and brought to Ellsworth. Arraigned in the municipal court, they
pleaded guilty, and were committed to

trip.

of this and foreign countries

Storage Battery Repairing
and Recharging

Wescott

worth

arrived

PRODUCT,

Complete

—Established 1867—

representing

has

her from Southwest Harbor to New

—

Marino and Automobile Insurance

OF

l^ANTLEEJ^

During my absence, repair work sent
be
to Ellsworth. *15 Oak St„ will
promptly attended to as usual.

Edward H. Baker
GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST
Telephone 14B-11

Fountain Kodick, one of the Rodick
brothers of Bar Harbor w’bo built the
Rodick house

leading glasses when

see more

in

The

R

or

contributed
its use to the Ellsworth festival chorus,
which will hold its first rehearsal there
Mr. Robinson

Kodick Ends Life.

display shooting

for the

for rehearsals

available

meetings.

his
Fountain

stolen

Address:

away

room

been stolen from the camp. Suspicion led
him to the home of Mrs. Abbie Kenuey,
where search disclosed nearly all the

ACCOUNTS INSTALLED, KEPT OR AUDITED

De

music

exhibition jof Victrolas. The music
room is being attractively fitted up, and
will be open to the public as a rest room.
The large room in the rear of the music

|50

several small sets of books

will

a

and

Sheriff

ACCOUNTANT

1

March 1.

quickly apprehending the parties
alleged guilty of breaking, entering and
larceny at the camp of Robert Brown of
Bangor at the head of Branch pond.

MAINE

i, wishes

great part of the time he will still be
resident of this ciT$. He will report

cess

kUEHILL,

Available April

a

Sheriff Wescott has scored another suc-

GEORGE MASON
l

a

Will re-open

F. C. & W. H. SCOTT

WORTH.

Emery Maddocks is ill of influenza.
H. F. Maddocks and* wife, who have
been ill of influenza, are improving.
Harold Maddocks and family have all
been ill of grip.

Mrs. Lloyd Burr of Curtis Corner is
parents, 8. W. DeWitt and w ife.

Newspapers, Periodicals and Stationery, School Supplies,
Tobacco and Cigars, Ice Cream, Soda Water and

Confectionery,

with her

Miss Cora Richardson was called heme
by tbe illness of her parents, Daniel Richardson and wife, and her sister, Mrs. GilAnother daughter, Mrs.
Eiekford.
Heripan Scammon, of Ellsworth, is with

Saturday, March 1* under management of

Samoset Chocolates

man

her

parentb.

HOT

LUNCHEONS

s Elv El D

abontcnnrnu
EDITED BT

MOTHERS
TO BE

Its

Mitchell, Ind.—“ Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound helped me so much
during the time I

lOOKin^iurw uu
to the coming of my
little one that I am
recommending it to
other expectant
mothers. Before
was

taking it, some days

mothir's

I suffered with neuralgia so badly that
I thought I could
not live, but after
taking three bottles
of Lydia E. P i n kham’s V e getable
Compound I was entirely relieved of
neuralgia, I had
gained in strength
and was able to go
around and do all

bearing lessons,
Trimming lamps
Putting this and that in place
Tired feet and busy fingers.

As a

|

WEST FRANKLIN.

Harry Worcester
a

of Oldtown is

here

on

fishing trip.

Henry

where he has
Mrs.

Mary

Brewer,

has gone to

Hutchins

I1

employment.
Orcutt

of Brewer visited here
:

last week.

Capt.

1

Jonesport

Smith of

John !

visited

Farnsworth last week.

:

Harry D. Clarke and wife visited Mr.
Clarke’s brother at Sullivan last week.
Mrs. Charles Coombs is

spending

a

i

few

days at Bar Harbor with her daughter,
Mrs. Everett

Salisbury.

j

Grindle and son, aJso Miss |
Minnie Grindle of Ellsworth Falls visited
here last week. Mrs. Harry Coombs re|
turned to Ellsworth Falls with them.
Mrs. Cecil

Echo.

Feb. 24.

Folding tiny hands together—
Teaching infant lips to pray,
Singing, cradle hymns so softly,
Mother’s work ends not with day.
—

Sent

by Alexia.

Dear Aunt Madge:—

I have had two enjoyable weeks with
the boy, Lester, but yesterday he had a
hurr^ call to Billerica and back to his old
job he had before going to camp, so therewas a hustle and bustle and
iway to get
the 11:11 train for Boston today, so 1 am
rather lonely tonight, but am very glad it
is teaching, instead of going to France. 1
am thankful every day that the war is
ended and the boys can return to home
and loved ones.
It surely seemed good to see a letter from
Ann recently after the long silence.
Yes,

Sfttimtanntnie.

the

Presque Isle,

guest of Mrs. A. W. Cleaves.
W. E. Foss
had a card

Mrs.

is

Miss Frances

Cleaves,

Harbor

Stop

attending

who is

high

is

school,

home

this!

during her vacation.
Mrs.

G.

Virginia

L.

Stewart

celebrated

Feb! 23. They

and

their

received many

daughter

birthdays,
presents.

Feb. 24.

When

At first

M.

baby suffers with

eczema

or

itching skin trouble, use Doan’s Ointment
A little of it goes u long way and it is safe for
children.

60c

a

box

at

all stores.—Advt.

work In Italy Include the maintenance
of a residence for r.on-Itnlinn women,
who, she feels, will come to Italy In
great numbers after the
music

number of books this winI have read
Have ju“l finished “Michael O’Halter.
leron,” by Gene Stratton Porter. 1 enjoy
Have also read and
her writings much.
especially ei-joyed “Skipper John of the
Nimbus” by a former Lamoine boy, Raymond McFarland.
Such glorious warm sunshiny days make
me feel it is
bousecteaning time. Will
close with a recipe before, like “Tommy,
I
to
Twist,” get
going and can t stop. S.

|

position

as

instructor

in

the

mili-

tary school. It has seemed to me that,
like him, many of the soldier boys will
find places awaiting them.

Oat
cup

encouraged

j

Flour Rolls -One cup oat flour, 1
1 egg, 1-2 teaspoon
flour,

signs of

a

cold

or

milk, 1 egg, teaspoon of
spice, % teaspoon ginger, 1

flour to

mix until it

slowly;

of

Delay

often

hardly
Bake

very nice. —Ann.

grip take

Lane’s Cold & Grip Tablets
Don’t wait.
pneumonia.

salt.

leads to

Results are guaranteed.
At your druggists.

Kuril

days

to

FOR ALL FORMS OF CATARRH.
Peruna is indicate*] for all forms
of catarrh or catarrhal inflammation
and congestion of the mucous linings in any part or organ. such as
nose, throat, bronchial tubes. lungs,
stomach, bowels, kidneys, bladd r.
etc.
It is fine for coughs, colds and
effects of the grip and an excellent
preventive remedy.
If you want health, insist upon
having Dr. Hartman’s World Famous Peruna Tonic.
Sold Everywhere.

WRITS FOR THIS BOOK.
All

sick
nnd
suffering should
write The Pernn* Company. Dept.
»
’. ('"lumb
«»h!o, for Dr. Hart*
man's Health r< *k.
The !>••*-* is
five and com. in.- perhaps jus? the

information >• u ,1 re seeking
It
a plain wrapper to any ad-

rent In
dress.

IN

DO IT TODAY.
LIQUID OR TABLET FORM.

Ask your dealer for
Almanac.

a

Peruna

replace

COUNTY

NEWS

DEER I*LE.

parents went to the sanitarium. It
particularly sad case, and the family
has the sympathy of all.
Feb. 24.
f.

their
is

a

_

SILVER WEDDING.

'enosburc

-•
>

are

Economy

in

a

Change From Coffee

WOMEN

“POSTUM
war nor
as

pre-war

yet increas-

ed the price of POSTUM CEREAL
or Instant Postum.

P0 STUM—both forms —has always

been economical.Besides,it contains no“caffeine"or any other
harmful substance.
Postum is good for the health
—the
delight of young and old—
an
economical,nourishing, deli-

beverage.

Italy

■

WORDS FOR THE SICK FROM THOSE
WHO KNOW.
A Good Heiilrlnr In the Family.
of IstGrlppe and could get no
ease
had
a
I had
It Is a tine medicine. W e
Peruna cured me.
relief
often use it In the family and And it good.
Mrs. gentry gates.
First Avenue,
East Ijtke Station.
Birmingham, Alabama.
FFFI.S MKF. A niFPFRF.!VT PKR«0!V.
Peruna haa cured my stomach it mi I f*»el like a
different person.
I only took twelve bottles of Peruna and can eat anything without distress, something I have not done for fifteen years.
I recommend Peruna to everybody suffering with
catarrh of the stomach.
1 <»29 16th St.,
J. J. THOMPSON.
Columbus, tJeorgla,
IVsriHING

NO MORE CATARRH

better health,but

cious

to

catarrh nre all around us. Without de-.lre
frighten anyone, we say: ''Guard yourself against
catarrh as you would against the direst plague.
Fortify your system. Take Peruna.”
to

TONIC

seeing not, only

conditions have

come

the tissue and
Evidence of the rav-

breaks down

part.

GOLDEN

Those who are wise

Neither the

to

or

WHITE’S

And make you tired all over, ask any druggist toi Alien's Foot-Ease, the Antiseptic
powder -sh:ike it in your shoes and walk
all day iu comfort, it has no equal for
Bunions.
< allous< s.
Blisters
or
•’orns,
Used by
and French
American, British
soldiers

iUjtorrtisfttuntB

these

;

soon

Health*

soda dissolved in

raisins,

project

the organs

Keep jj

% cup molasses, % cup shortening, % cup
buttermilk (or sour miik),
1 teaspoon

drops from spoon, pinch

a

Unchecked catarrh

destroys
ages of

form and millets many

common

people.

her plans.
hanoociT point.
Boston, F®K 19—A pleasant occasion
Miss Niven has asked the American
J. G. Martin is building two
(.'apt.
T. \V. C. A. to aid the Italian Associa- was the observance of tbe golden wedding
chicken houses, to be used a- brooder
tion In establishing a center, perhaps anniversary of John E. Robbins and w ife,
Mrs. Melissa Allen Robbins, at
their pens.
at Genoa, with two American secretaMrs. William Crabtree ha* gone to
ries, with physical and recreational home, 128 Mount Auburn street, CamBomervi 1*. Mass., where her husband
training, to act as a training school for bridge, Feb. 18.
is employed.
Mr. and Mrs. Robbins were married
Italian women. In connection with it
M K.
Feb. 24.
her plan would Include a Hostess House fifty years ago at Deer Isle, where they
Their daughter,
for girls passing through the city or resided many years.
aiTOfrUBOWWi*
employed there. Such a center would Mrs. James N. Pringle, of Concord. N. H.,
The sou, Frank E., who
become eventualy the center for nlV was with them.
Y. W. C. A. work In Italy, both Italian resides in New York, was unable to be at
home, and the daughter, Prof. Alice M.
and foreign.
Both were heard
In her formal appeal for help for the Robbins, is m France.
them
Unlone Crlstlana Delle Giovanl (the from, however.
Use
1
The guests were Gustavun Robbins and
Itnllan name for Young' Women's
'this famous
Christian Association) Miss Niven tins wife, Mrs. Lillian May Robbins, Mrs.
tonic to fight
b v 'jF
emphasised two facts, the poverty of Vinnie Warren. Mrs. Violetta Goss, Mrs.
Loat Appetite,
the Italian Association on the one hand Katherine B. Stanley, Mrs. Susie Torrey
Indigestion, Yellow
and the need and opportunity on the and daughter Mildred, Mrs. Wye Shaw,
Water, Swelled Legs,
other for an American program In Raymond L. Robbins, Mrs. Edith McDistemper, etc.,
Collum.
Italy at the present time.
60c at Druggitte and
Miss Niven’s favorite wav of IllusBesides the generous gifts of gold coins
general stores;
trating the friendliness of the Italian and a set of china with gold bands, many
Money-back Guarantee
woman to America Is by telling the
letters and messages of congratulation
KIMBALL BROTHERS & CO
story of the Italian mother who said were received. I>ainty refreshments were
she had taken down the picture of the served and tbe pleasant evening passed all
Madonna which had hung for many too quickly.
years over her bed nd was putting In
MARIAVILLE.
Its place one of President Wilson.
“In our work In the Untone we have
Gertie, three-year-old daughter of Mr.
lacked trained leadership as well ns and Mrs. Bert Dunham, was terribly
the material resources to give such scalded Sunday morning
by running
training. We have had no means to against a pail of scalding water.
buy modern equipment. Consequently
The body of Edward Bell was brought
Ave
have not the visible results of
here last
Friday for burial beside his A Guaranteed Treatment That I***
American and British work.
little child, who died early last summer
Stood the Test of time.
"Feeble as our work may be. It Is
Mr. Bell had made a long and brave strugnot useless.
Catarrh cures c'*me and cater-h cure,*©,
Many girls In all parts of
His wife, wbo but Hyomei c -ntl- ue# »« heat vn*a
gle against tuberculosis.
d
Italy have told us how much the was
-rr
Lura, daughter of Frank Frost of abolish its disgusting symptoms
Unlone meant In their lives.
Italian
civilization exists
this town, is ill of tbe same disease, and
"f
Every year the already eno*mnus .<*a
girls are touchingly grateful for the
rb
both have been in a sanitarium some this jealiy scientific treatmei t f-.r c>
smallest efforts. They respond eagerly
J
grow greater, aud the present year
months. Mrs. Bell is now with her bus•
sb'-w
alt
iecord»
mo
en.
to friendliness.
’•*
If you breathe Hyomei daily as direi
band's people in Brewer.
She is very
“There Is no other agency doing In
»
will e..d your catarrh, or it won’t cost y
and was unable to come here for cent
Italy what the —ssoclatlon Is trying to feeble,
If you have a bard rubber Hyomei idora
to
the funeral, but when able will
do."
ha'er somewhere around the hou*e. «e« H
Miss Niven has spent the past seven the home of her father to Join her two <-ut and start it at ouce to forever rid your
self of catarrh
li< tie children, who have been here since
years in work with the Italian women,
C. E. Alexander, or any other good druggist
will sell you a bottie ol Hyomei
i:>,
starting as director of a hostel, or
Many Children are ftlt-kly.
startle breathe it and notice how quiik vii
hoarding home for Itnllan women stuMother Gray's H*ret Powders for Children clears out the sir passages and make* '.h*
voids
in
'14
Break
lelieve
Feverishhour*,
enl ire bear! feel fine
up
dents, at Florence. She is an Ameriness, Headache. Stomach Troubles, Teething
Hyomei used regularly should end catarrh
can from New York, where she was
Disorders, move and regulate the bowels, coughs.
colds, bronchitis or asthma A
and
Worms.
are
so
onetime head of the Christadura SetThey
pleasant complete outfit including a hard rubber
Destroy
Used by mothers pocket inhaler and bottle of Hyomei co*t- but
to take children like them.
tlement House.
for over 30 years. All; druggists. Sample little. No stomach aoslng; lust breathe it
FREE. Address, Mother Gray Co., Le Roy,
soothing anil healiug the inflamed uie»
N. Y.

salt, 1 tablespoon shortening, 1 tablespoon molasses, 1 cup sour milk, 1 teaspoon soda, 1 teaspoonful cream tartar or
substitute. Rye rolls made the same way
are flne.-8. J. Y.

cup

study

the great numbers of German women
who flooded Italy in the past, many of
them paid agents of their government," Miss Niven said in discussing

wheat

all kinds of

to

is particularly important because wo- i
men from other countries should he ;

We are very glad to hear of the son’s
return home and it is fine for him to take
bis old

war

nnu an.

“I believe it this time such

J. Y.

If Your Feet Ache and

some

Charlotte Niven, one of the National
Y. W. C. A. secretaries of Italy, who Is
spending a few months In France as
advisor in the French work.
Miss Niven’s dreams of Y. W. C. A.

CheapFruitCakk-One-half cup sugar,

party

Saturday night.
the Bar

Rome Is harboring a refuge population
of about 40,000 and accommodations
are difficult to find.
The work In Rome was started ns a
direct result of the appeal of Miss

a

I don’t want to get a comer on the column, but 1 do want to add my sympathy
to Aunt Susan, Charity, Lyali and Bonny.
I think of them all and many others who
We shall
have been bereft of dear ones.
miss Frances much, she was such a constant attendant at our reunions in years
past. 1 had not heard a word from her
since two years ago, when we called on
her on our return from the reunion, therefore her death was very unexpected. I
have often thought of her, and supposed
she had got os’er her accident and was
in her usual health.

NORTH HANCOCK.
Mrs. Charles Smith of

Drugffists Everywhere.

bread and milk out and share it with a
snake w hich bad apparently charmed her,
and after a time her father killed the
snake and the little girl pined away and
died. I cannot vouch for the veracity of
the story, but it was told to ine as a fact.
Am enjoying all the good letters and
very glad Aunt Madge is having so much
help. Esther, my John thinks that lemon
pie recipe is all right. You already know
my sentiments.

wanting).

catarrh Is the most

Hostess House at Brest, France.
Miss Warner will open a tea room
and club rooms where the American
women can gather for social times.

kindly spoke of enjoying the “Chronicles.”
Sadie, your snake story recalled one I
heard when young of a little girl who used
to go out by ft stone wall and take her

Solving

now

and Chicago left Paris a few days ago
for Home, where she will be In chaige
of a Hostess House for American girls
employed there by the American Ked
Cross, the Ktnhassy and the new TuMiss Warner
berculosis Commission.
has been director of the Y. W. C. A. I

Thank you and the other sisters who

too.

Giving home its nameless grace.

I

branes.
In any organ.
Catarrh attacks the mucous Unities.
It is not. as some imaslne,
In any part of the body.
nasal
although
throat,
confined to the nose and

Included In th* war
Italy
work of the American Y. W. C. A.
Miss Mabel Warner of Satina, Knn„
Is

Ann, I was duly Informed of that visit,
end onlv wished 1 could have been there,

—

Not a cure-all, but a rational remedy for catarrh and
all inflammation and congestion of the mucous mem-

American Woman Student*.

way.
and

:

ERUNA

Work, Prepares for Influx of

ian

CHAS. E. ALEXANDER. Druggist,

or

|

NEWS

this

To the group about her knee;
Searching for lost gloves and .kerchiefs
Nobody can find but she.

Record

for

MIm Charlotte Niven, Director of Ital-

Those who have puny, ailing or
run-down children or aged parents
may prove this at our expense.
Besides the good it does children
and the aged there is nothing like
Vinol to restore strength and vitality
to weak, nervous women and overworked, run-down men.
Try it. If you are not entirely satisfied. we will return your money
without question; that proves our
Milfairness and your protection.
lions of people have been convinced

Darning stockings, telling stories

Opened

^

American Women.

People

and M aafiftor-e Peptonates. Iron and
Ammonium Citrete. Lime and Soda
Glycerophosphates, Cascarin.

Making, mending little garments.
In a mother’s deftest style.
Washing little hands and faces.
Planning something all the while.

some domestic problem.
housewife only can
(When the *ays and means seem
With a skill unknown to man.

Tea and Club Rooms

contain the elements needed to
children
prove the health of delicate
and restore strength to old people.
r> Cod Liver and Beef Peptones. I ton

work.

)&ars ofJuccexs
wJZr'tij fsoaTUq^
aj'iomxhin

WORK IN ITALY

Any doctor will tell you that the
ingredients of Vinol as printed below
im-

washing dishes.
Sweeping rooms and making bread,
Dusting books and sewing buttons,
Smoothing now a curly head.

Mitchell, Ind.

COUNTY

And Invigorate* Old

Setting tables,

seven
my houseworK. My Dany wnen
months old weighed 19 pounds and I feel
I
time.
a
for
have
I
long
better than
never had any medicine do me so
much good. **—Mrs. Pearl Monyhan,

Y. W. C. A. OPENS

VINOL MAKES
ami STRONG

Hopeful.*

and

The purposes of this column are succlnc y
hi
stated In the title and motto-It Is for the mut
-eneflr. and alms to be helpful and hopeful
is for the com
being for the common good, It
of inmon use—a public servant, a purveyor
for the In
medium
a
formation and suggestion,
It solicits
-erchange of ideas. In this capacity
communications, and ltssuccessdependslergely
Comon the support given It In this respect
of
munications must lie signed, but the name
writer will not be printed except by i»ermisston
or
Communications will be subject to approval
but none
rejection by the editor of the column,
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
This America**.
Ellsworth, Me.

Should Read Mrs. Monyhan’s
Letter Published by
Her Permission.

Good health during maternity is a
most important factor to both mother
and child, and many letters have been
received by the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., telling of
health restored during this trying period
by the use of Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Como^nrv!

'UOSt MADflK’’.

“Helpful

Motto:

^IratrtiBfincnt*

Benefit Column.

fflutual

aubfrustnunw

Every g&y—

There’s a Reason”forPostum.

LEARNING

MASSAGE.

Germantown Y. W. C. A. Trains Women

tor

Reconstruction

Work

Among Soldiers.

j
|
|
j

j

Educational courses to prepare womns aides In
the rehabilitation of
wounded soldiers have been opened at
the Germantown, Pa., Young Women's
Christian Association,
A reconstruction massage course,
lectures In anatomy, physiology, muscle work and remedial movement massage, theory and practice, electrotherapy and hydrotherapy are given by
doctors and nurses, who also supervise practical work at the Y. W. C. A.
and at hospitals. The courses are recognized by the Surgeon General.
Similar courses have also been opened In the New York City Central
Branch Y. W. C. A., where a specialty
Is made of brush-making with a view
to training women as teachers for reconstruction hospitals.

en

You’ll

save

money

and

you’ll actually save flour by
using WILLIAM TELL,

because you’ll have ‘‘better
luck" and less waste, and
your bread will have that
superior flavor that only
WILLIAM TELL can give.

Things don’t go wrong with
WILLIAM TELL and that
means a big saving in itself.
Besides, it goes further and
that means more saving.
Taking everything

into con-

sideration, I have found that
WILLIAM TELL is the
only flour for me to use.
Ask your grocer for
WILLIAM
TELL—the
flour that goes further
and bakes better.

The Canadian Y. W. C. A. has rereived permission to place a Y. W. c.
A. secretary on every ship leaving
England with 200 or more women and
children on the passenger list.
The secretary fulfills the same function for the women ns the Y. M. C. A.
secretary lias for men on transports.
She plans entertainments and recreation for women nd children and is a
friend to whom they may come If
they
are In distress.

WHITCOMB,

nAYlVES & WHITNEY.

COUNTY NEW8

airtittttsanmt*.

SERIOUS KIDNEY

<toitrttMn.*rofc

Mrs.

Willard Sherwood of East Lowell,
her sister, Mrs. E. J. Oott.

recently visited

Miss Marion Marsh of Eddington
week-end guest of W. S. Stratton
wife.

TROUBLE

was a

and

Inspector In Rochester

Trades Demanding
Higher Wages or
Shorter Hours, or Both.

Nearly

Sloan’s Liniment scatters
the congestion and
relieves pain

Mrs. Frank Riley of Bangor spent the
week-end with her parents, O. W. Foss

C0TprT.«. “FRULT-A-TJVES"

LABOR UNREST

WHEN NEURALGIA
ATTACKS NERVES ALARMS ENGLAND

HANCOCK.

and wife.

Mrs. C. P. Cook 16ft Saturday for Walto visit her sister, Mrs. C.
A. Crabtree.

All

Either

tham, Mass.,

still confined to his

room.

The ten Victory boys and girls of the
Corner school held an entertainment in
the town hall Thursday evening, Feb. 13,
from which they realized $14.

Percy E. Walker, who received his
honorable discharge and has been spending a few weeks in town, left Monday for
Boston,
*-

N.Y1
S3 North Union St., Rochester,
I
was aflhcted
five
long
years,
“For
and Kidney
Tith Stomach, Liver
Trouble, which developed into serious

extended to the

com-

family.

There will be a special programjwith adMethodist church Sunday
morning, March 2, at 10.30. The program
will consist of four-minute speeches, recitations, solos, etc. There will be a special
centenary offering.

dress at the

F.

Walls, who recently received
an honorable discharge, visited the high
school on Thursday, and gave an interesting talk on his experiences overseas, displaying war souvenirs. Lowell Bickford
has also received his honorable discharge,
Allen

FRANKLIN.
The high school social Friday evening
was well patronized.
Over|12 was cleared

believe “Fruit-a-tives” or Fruit Liver
Tablets the best Stomach, Liver and
Bladder Medicine the world has ever

eta, $1.20.

The sympathy, of the

week.

munity is

long story short, t

a

produced .r

last

Schools in this district closed Friday
after a successful term taught by Mrs.
Bernard Small of Cherryfleld.
Myrtle
Foss, Barbara Eldridge, Kenneth and
Madelene Young were each awarded a
thrift
stamp for perfect attendance
Although this school has but fourteen
pupils, during the past year they have invested $297.75 in war savings stamps.
J.
Feb. 24.

when I had finished
was a grand improvea 50c. box, there
ment far beyond my expectations.

CtS, 80

90

and is at home.
John H. Montgomery, formerly of Bucks-

port, who was graduated in 1903 from a
Philadelphia college of pharmacy, hast
leased the Lemont drug store and purchased
the entire stock of drugs, fancy goods, etc.
Mrs. Montgomery is aiding her husband
Swan’s
in the opening, and looking for a house to
in

Saturday evening a social (or school
and friends was given by Mrs.
John W. Blaiadell. A pleasant evening

0’FLYNN,
Government Concrete Inspector,
r

teachers

was

•fie. > box, 6 for $2.50, trial si ae 25c.
/.t dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
Xian ted, OODEN3BUKO. N. Y.

spent.

The young ladies of Mrs. F. L.
Sunday school class will serve supper

rent.

Methodist vestry Tuesday, Feb. 25.
Proceeds tor the church.

the

THE FALLS, HANCOCK.
Martin and Miaa Dora
Bunker bare gone to Auburn to work.

Feb. 24.

Spray.

BLUEHILL.
Sunday morning, March 2, Rev. E. W.
Kenyon of Spencer, Mass., will begin an
Judge F. B. Snow was in Augusta last
evangelistic campaign at the Baptist week.
Miss Nora Brinkworth of Sullivan is
church. He will be accompanied by his
Kev. R. M. Trafton returned Friday
comb.
Mrs.
Oat
ber
with
sister,
Maynard
wife and child and by T. P.
Fletcher, from a short visit to his father, Kev. E.
Roy Moon, wife and little daughter Mil- musical director, and Miss Porter, soloist. M.
Traftou, at Dexter.
Miss Beatrice

dred visited Mrs. Moon’s parents, Alfred
Martin and wife, last week.

The meetings will continue

some

weeks.

The annual

sermon

the Knights of

to

preached at Hampden Pythias will be delivered by Kev. K. M.
Mrs. Lottie Kief and Mrs. Eleanor ParHighlands, Sunday, in exchange with Trafton at the Baptist church Sunday
are
Mrs.
tridge
visiting
Partridge’s Rev. W. H. Dunham. A good congregamorning. Mar. 2.
brother, Harrey Carter, in Old Town.
tion welcomed the former pastor here. He
Class honors at the academy have been
Miss Lillian Martin is with ber siater, bad been east to accompany the remains
assigned as follows: Valedictory, Helen
Mrs. of Mrs. Dunham, who was buried in
Mrs. Mertie Harvey at Otter Creek.
McIntyre; salutatory, Helen Merrill;
Harvey bas twins, a girl and a boy— Calais. Many in town intimately acprophecy, Virginia Chase; history, Thelma
woman were
"Wild* and Wilmot.
with
the
good
quainted
Grindle.
F. W. McLane and wife entertained last
honor of their son Charles, recently returned from France. Mr. MeLane brought home many interesting souvenirs. Refreshments were served.
Feb 24.
Q.
week in

Lowell

Mitchell of Bernard is visiting
mother, Mrs. Julia Stanly.
Mrs. Hubert Farnsworth and Miss Ora
Newman were called home by the death
of their grandmother, Mrs. Thomas NewMrs. Ida

her

man.

Peter Benson, who is spending the winter at Malden, Mass., has been critically
ill of pneumonia, but is now pronounced

day morning.
Mrs. Thomas Newman, who had been in
several years, died Saturday,
coming suddenly after a stroke of
paralysis. She leaves a husband, four
»ods and one
daughter, all of this place.
The wife and mother will be greatly
missed.
Feb. 23.
T. E. D.

P°cr health
the end

TRENTON.

£• B.

with

Hodgkins 6pent part of

her

sister,

last week

ia Bar Harbor.

Herman Homer, with the A. E. F.,

now in

is

Germany.

Feb. 24.
To feel

W.
strong, have

digestion, sleep soundly

a

godd appetite and
enjoy life, uat
family system

and

Burdock Blood Bittera, the
tonic. Price, $1 25 Adi-t.
—

WHY' THAT LAME
BACK?
That morning lameness
those e
when bending or
lilting, mate
burden and rest

pains
a

impossible.

handicapped by a

k-dneys.

following
example.
John

Don

bad back-look to
You will make no mistai
this Ellsworth
Falls resit

Lake, stODe

mason, State St.,
says; “About
a*° my hack was
lame and pa
*
I.»» »U bent 1 could hardly get abou
over. My work causes
ess strain on
my back, and 1 th
lot t0 do with
bringing o
1 had
UinUn* and dizzy
in
“fact, I wa„ in pretty bad
shape. ]
erent kinds ol
medicines, but 1
t
ney Pills did me more
good th
°therB combined. This me
Worth

Falls,

Me.,

,““«•

fUble',

„„e

cuwd me.”

Price 8°c at ail dealers.
y

Don’t s
Doan’i
that Mr.

rem«dy—get
?.k‘dney
Pills
the
D

Buffalo, N°Yer

same

M“bUrn

Co>

1

and

Percy Saunders
into the

Everett Green have

families to

moved their

Wednesday evening, March 5, should be
The local auxiliary
well 7patronized.
hopes to realize enough to Bettle in full

and

Stevens

house

Emma G. Osgood and Frank L.
were
married by Kev. K. M.
was
18.
Mrs.
Stover
Trafton Feb.
formerly in company with her mother in
the dry goods and millinery business in
Bluehill. She is a member of the Congregational church, Mountain Kebekah

BURKY.
Mrs. W. 8. Trewory is ill.
E. D. Smith is in poor health.
Rev. E. 8. Utbsn, who bss been confined
to the house with s bed cold, is out again.

thrown

Stover

is

a

and

Boston.

S.

Feb 24.

Pearl Anderson spent a few days last
week in Bangor with his brother Victor,
recently operated upon for appendicitis.
was

Mr.

builder. He
is a past grand of Bluehill lodge, I. O. O.
F., past master of Ira Berry lodge,
F. and A. M., and a member of Minnewaukon chapter, R. A. M. and Blanquefort
commandery, K. T. Immediately after
the ceremony, Mr. and Mrs. Stover left
for a
wedding trip to Portland and

B.

Mias

teaching

his

Bracy,
Surry, is

Florence
at

who
home

George
1

past

the

has

(or

been
a

(ew

and wife of South
goests of Mrs. R. A. Bracy

week.

Mrs. Grace Condon ofl South Penobscot
called here last week by the critical

was

illness of her mother, Mrs. Delia Allen.
Carter of Bluehill.
Fred H. Bridges has moved his family
Reuben Osgood was hurt quite badly last
| into the house owned; by Dr. R. E. Haghis
with
oxen,
wood
While
week.
hauling
rlis son Harold is to work for the
Bled. ertby.
he fell, and got caught under the
doctor.
bis
]
some
for
distance,'
He was dragged
Rev. I. B. Mower, corresponding secretary
collar bone was fractured and he received
I of the Maine Baptist convention, will
other injuries.
occupy the pulpit of the Baptist church
X. Y. Z.
Feb. 24.
here Sunday, March 2.

ence

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Rufus Trundy and family, who have
returned
spent the winter in Brewer, have

Mrs. Delia Allen died Saturday after an
I illness of Beveral weeks. Mrs. Allen was
one of the best, aud her place will be hard
to

Mr. and Mrs. Garrison, the first cottagers to arrive at Southwest Harbor,
came last week.

Miss Marion Sawyer of Bangor isspending two weeks with her parents, Capt.
EmmonB Sawyer and wife.
Mrs. Helen Hamor, who has been with
her daughter, Mrs. Alton Trundy, several
months, will leave soon to take a position
in Hallowell industrial school.
of Mr
Leslie, aged fifteen months, son
and Mrs. Alden Mace, died of pneumonia

All. She

neighbor
sons

|

and

kind and loving mother,
friend. She leaves three
four daughters and several

was a

aud

grandchildren,
meeting of the parent-teachers assowas held at the high school Thursday evening. After business, a short proa box supper.
gram was given, followed by
The proceeds from the sale of the boxes
amounted to $6.76, which will go toward
the last payment on the high school
A

ciation

piano.
Feb. 24.

Eloc.

flbbtrtifttnunit.

Fine

Appetite

So many people have praised this medicine for its success
in overcoming very distressing forms of stomach and liver
trouble, that we feel sure it will help you also. Then it is
so extremely economical for family use, we know you can

save money by giving it the preference. You will feel strongwill enjoy your meals and
er, your appetite will return, you
feel in much better spirits after taking a few doses. It breaks
is a splendid spring tonups colds, relieves constipation and
ic. Insist upon having the TRUE “L.F.” when you buy of
F Medyour dealer. Price 50 cents. Guaranteed by the L.
icine Co., Portland, Maim).

refreshment
you can pos-

sibly buy.

Demand Shorter Hours.
The postal workers are only one of
many trad# unions which are demanding shorter hours with the present or
better pay. Up to this time the demands of the miners have been embodied In the resolutions of the Southport Miners' Federation, who demanded that the government demobilize all

A BENEFIT to teeth,
breath, appetite and
digestion.

miners In the army and that wages
other than war wages be advanced 30
per cent.
The attitude of the miners has
caused the most comment, as coal and
Its price more directly affect the public. It Is estimated that to grant a 30
per cent Increase In wages would send
the price of coal up at least a dollar a

The price is S cents.

The I
Flavor
Lasts

ton.
In addition to the miners, the shipbuilders on the Clyde and In other
centers are agitating for a 40-hour
week, with daily wages of £1. The men
engnged In the same Industry In Belfast threaten to throw down their
tools unless they get a 44-hour week.
The carpenters throughout the United
Kingdom are asking for a 47-hour
week, and the Iron molders, who re-

cently got 47 hours,
strike unless
hours.

this

are

Is

threatening
lowered

to

to

44

tihIfekBB

May Go to Extreme*.
The dock laborers are putting forth
a demand for 44 hours for day workers and 41 hours for night workers.
They are also much agitated over the
shortage of beer and the poor quality
of that beverage, and during the week
there has been much slacking, particularly at Liverpool, from the cause.
There has been a temporary shortage
of beer at some shipping points due
to the strike of brewery employees,
who also complain of long hours.
All these unions are strong numerically and well organized, and from
the tone of speeches at their meetings
the members apparently are prepared
go to extremes In their efforts to
have conditions of labor improved
along the lines laid down In their reso-

End Yeur BUNION PAIN

CONVICTED MAN OVERLOOKED

Tonight!

JISTT: IS GOOD NEWS
FAIRYFOOT gives instant bunion relief. It takes out the swelling
and removes the lump. No appliances or ugly pads to wear—no
L operation. FAIRY
T /S^FOOT soothes, absorbs
absorbs'and
and brings your
I foot back to Its //»>X normal size and shape. Wear your
walk as much as yon want
, regular shoe
I FAIRYFOOT will
make you forget your misery.
Over 72,000 people in 's*
l*84 six months got rid
of their bunions by using
FAIRYFOOT. Why
don t you try it too? It willcost
> 's.you nothing if it does
not satisfy.
We guarantee it. We
/haveaFAlRYFOOl!
remedy for every foot trouble.
y
—

yy.-^the

ALEXANDER’S PHARMACY,Ellsworth, Me.

to

lution*.
There also have been minor troubles
in the labor world. One of these affected the crew of the liner Adriatic.
The sailing of that vessel for New
York with a full list of American passengers has been delayed several days,
and there Is yet no Indication of a set-
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20, at the age of seventy-four years, after
tie
months,
several
illnesa
of
an
leaves

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
served by
meeting
the ladies ot the Forest Hill society.
dinner will be

Town

a

three

widow,

sons—

Maurice

of Rockland, Fred and Henry of Hardwick, Vt., and a daughter, Mrs. William

Mrs. Levi Butler recently arrived from
she received treatment at a

Bangor, where
hospital.

Services will be held at the Onion
Sunday morning and evening, the preacher being a student from
Bangor theological seminary.
All roads will lead to the Neighborhood

church next

Bickford
were

value in

that “the Industrial and economic position of this country gives cause for
alarm.”

weeks.

Bluehill

The biggest

Railwayman's union, who warned a
meeting of postal workers who were
demanding a 42-hour week, more holidays and curtailment of night work,

tlement.

SEDGWICK.

from

wagon, when his horse fell recently,
receiving Bevere bruises but no broken
bones.
There wss a Red Cross dance at the
A prize tor
grange hail Wednesday night.
the two best waltzers was awarded to
Forrest Carter of this place and Miss Flor-

moved

the Parker

on

Miss

Blaisdell.

Capt. Scott Treworgy

Bluehill.

have

Stover

Driako, Mrs. Clarence Drisko, Miss Lola
Dyer, Miss Marion Drisko, Mrs. Bernice
Underhill, Mrs. John Blaisdell, Virginia
Collins, Lloyd Blaisdell, Frank Blaisdell,
Clarence Drisko, W. E. Bragdon, D. L. lodge and the grange.
Tracey, John W. Blaisdell, William W. well-known contractor
Feb. 24.

East

wife

Point road.

indebtedness of 1918. There will be a
dance after the farce. Those in the play
are Mrs. Lloyd
Blalsdell, Miss Mamie

home.

'iStomiscmoitB.

Gray

Herman

The farce, “Grandma Gibbs of the Red
Cross,” to be given in Sprague's hall

danger.

H. C. Moore and wife of West Medford,
Mass., were in town last week, called here
by the illness of Mr. Moore’s step-mother,
Mrs. M. E. Moore. Mrs. Moore suffered a
paralytic shock Saturday and died Tues-

Mrs. Hala Copp is ill.
Mrs. Kite Cousins is
*-h° if ill, at Mil bridge.

|

saddened to learn of her death.

its

SEAWALL.

cut of

Pastor

Organized.

London.—The Industrial unrest prevalent throughout the country Is causing serious anxiety, not only to large
employers of labor, but even to conThe labor
servative labor leaders.
leaders taking this attitude Include J.
H. Thomas, general secretary of the

Kills Pain

Mrs. J. M. Stratton, who suffered a
attack of indigestion while attending the meeting of Pamola grange on
Saturday evening, is resting comfortably.

provement ; and

Well

Liniment

employment.

severe

Plodder Trouble. During that time,
I am safe in saying I tried over 50
different remedies without relief.
I saw a testimonial of, I think, a
Montreal man about ‘Fruit-a-tives*
make one more
and concluded to
the sample box:
trial. By the time
found quite an imwas finished I

To make

where he has

Dock Worker* Complain of the Quality of Beverage and Shortage of
Supply—Unions Strong and

Sloan's

At the meeting of Pamola grange, Feb.
22, the lecture, Mrs. Nancy A. \oung,
was chosen a delegate to the lecturers’
conference at Auburn, March 5 and 6.

MR. R. B. OTLVNN

BEER ISSUE AGAIN REVIVED

A little, applied without rubbing, will
Penetrate immediately and rest and
•oothe the nerves.
Sloan s Liniment 19 very effective in
allaying external pains, strains, bruises,
nches, stiff joints, sore muscles, lumbago, neuritis, sciatica, rheumatic twinges
Keep a big bottle always on hand
for family use. Druggists everywhere.

Capt. O. L. Crabtree, who was painfully I
injured a few weeks ago while cranking
his automobile, is gaining slowly, but is

of
South
Penobscot; also a
brother, Lewis N. Gray of Boston, and
a sister, Mrs. Ellen C. Perkins of South

Perkins

Penobscot.
home

The

Saturday,

ating.

funeral
Rev.

The Masons

Deepest

Stay* Home for More Than a Year house on Thursday night when the Way family.
Feb. SI.
After Sentence Before Being
Back ball will be held. It will be the
Taken to "Pen."
big event of the winter.
The Northeast Harbor friends of Corp.
Cleveland. Ohio—Rosario Sptnello James F. Carter, formerly principal of
for more than a year has been sup- Oilman
high school, will be interested to
posed to be serving a term In the pen- know that he is now at Camp Heavenitentiary for manslaughter. And all worth, Kan. He recently arrived from
during that time he has been at his overseas.

sympathy

was

held at the

C. A. Smith offici-

attended in
extended

is

body.

a

to the

L.

2&6ntiseirtt&*.

More Rheumatism
Than Ever Before

home with his wife and seven children
The basketball team of Gilman high
—either there or at his work in a facat Southwest Harbor Saturday
BCbool,
authorities
merely
The
here.
tory
He night, defeated the heavy team of that Clergymen, Lawyers, Brokers, Mehim.
and
come
to
get
neglected
16-13. About sixty from this
chanics and Merchants Stricken.
did not attempt to evade the serving place; score,
attended the game and cheered the
old friend Rheumatic is having his
place
Our
was
not
he
But
going
sentence.
his
of
to victory. Between periods, the
inning this year, and a few words of cauto go to the police and insist on it. He boys
from
one who knows all about it may
tion
team
defeated
Northeast Harbor Becond
did not even dodge policemen who
not be amiss.
Harbor second by a score of
Southwest
he
in damp weather, keep
rubbers
Wear
convicted,
says.
been
knew he had
The crime was committed more
than two years ago. For a year the
case was in the courts. Then the appellate court sustained the verdict
und ordered the sentence executed.
But papers ordering his arrest, giving
the police official information of the

6-4.

1919.

Feb. 24.
MT. DESERT FERRY.

Ray Moon, who has been honorably
discharged from Camp Devens, is now in
the merchant marine service.

decision of the appellate court, were
stuck In a pigeonhole somewhere and
It was not until the middle of January
that they came to light and the police
went to Splnello's home and took him
away to jail.

About sixty-five friends gathered at
the home ot Clarence Nickerson and
wife last Wednesday evening in honor
of Frank Moon recently returned from
Camp Devens, and Charles McLane, recently returned from overseas, having
been there seven months and in the
Mourned as Dead.
fighting line thirteen weeks. Mr. MoNew Castle, Fa.—James Smith, a na- Lane exhibited several souvenirs, among
helmet.
tive of this county, mourned dead for them a German gas mask and
C.
Feb. 24.
thirty-five years, Is alive and well in
South Africa, according to a letter reSOUTH PENOBSCOT.
ceived by a relative here. Smith, after
Urban Leach Is visiting relatives in
roving around the world, reached
South Africa while the Boer war was Belfast and Sandy Point.
in progress. He settled there on tin
Mrs. Fred Beale fell Sunday, breaking
return of peace.
both bones in the right arm, just above
the wrist.
Chops Wood at 83.
Mrs. S. B. Condon was called to SedgMarion, Ohio.—Isaac Staley, eighty wick last week by the illnesB and deatfc
the champior of her mother, Mrs. Allen.
three, claims to be
strong man of his age tn the state
Fred and Henry Gray of Hardwick
Bvery day at his home In Marysvllli | Vt., and Maurice of Rockland were ii
hart
cross-ties—a
twelve
he chops
town Saturday to attend the funeral o
day's work for u man fifty yean their father, Charles Gray.
is
thi
work
“Hard
outdoor
younger.
Charles P. Gray died Thursday, Fet
secret of long life,” he says.

I

your feet dry, and avoid alcoholic drin&s
If rheumatism gets you, or sciatica, and
you have sharp twinges, gnawing paia or
swollen joints or muscles, you can usually
get rid of all agony in just a few days by
takiug one teaspoonful of Rhenma oace a

day.

All druggists know about Rheum*; it’s
harmless yet powerful, cheap, yet sure,
and a 75 cent bottle will last a long time.
C. E. Alexander will supply you with the
understanding that it must rid you of a
rheumatic pains or money back.

PARKER’S

HAIR BALSAM
toilet preparation of merit
Bel pa to eradicate dandruff.
For Reatorm* Color and
Boauty to Gray or Faded Hair.
ftOo. and > LOO at

A

Buy Swasey

Bean

Pots

Of your Grocer, Hardware
Dealer or Crockary Store.
Be sure and get a S W*S6y
Bean Pot and enjoy good
baked Beans. No way to
bake beans as with a
Sv* atey Bian Pot.
Name on every one.

E. SWASEY fc CO.,

Portland, M«.

S PILLS
CHICHESTER
"nt
^
iVd'lVit~£ik

U1AMONB BRAND.
I""' l.ruMlrn (oc
Chl-ehCT-t*.*’. »l.m...'jTlr.Bd/A\
1*111. In Rt-d and Gold
boxes, sealed >ith Blue Ribbon. Y/
Take no other- Buy of your_Y,
Drug(tat. Ask for ( II l-CII CK-TERN*
DIAMOND BRAND PILL*, for *5
Reliable
years known as Best, SrfTest. Always

SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

‘AbbtTtisnnrntg.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

the Cllswortl) American

EVERYBODY IS
NOW FIGURING
INCOME TAX

Downtrodden Calf Skinner Obliged ttf
Toil Diligently for 56 Hours
for Stipend.

PCBT IRHBD

EVERY WEDNESDAY

GETS ONLY $112 PER WEEK

AFTERNOON

AT

ELLSWORH, MAINE
BY TH E

HANCOCK COUNTY’ PUBLISHING CO.
W. H.

Titos, Editor sad Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
(Strictly in Advance)
Six months.75
One year.*1.60
Three months

Pour months.50

.38

...

Copies.05

Single

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.
Basiness communications should be addressed to, and all checks and money orders
naade payable to Thb Hancock County PubusHiiro Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26,

1919.

Ellsworth is in line in the nationwide movement for boy conservation.
A boy welfare club has been organiied here. A community has nb more
vainable an asset than its boys, and a
little leadership, a little encouragement or direction of effort at the right
time, will make more valuable the
men of to-morrow in the boyB of toThe club is one, therefore, in

Chicngn, III.—Consider the poor,
calf skinner—likewise
downtrodden
the equally poor and equally downtrodden boner of chuck. The calf skinner, diligently plying his trade at the
Chicago stock yards, and the boner of
chuck—by diligently wielding a wick-

In Order to Be

Ellsworth will have a municipal
It will be
election next Monday.
called that, but as a matter of fact it
will be little more than an endorsement of Mayor Hagertby and the
present adminstration by the voters
It is practically the
of Ellsworth.

Has Every Available
Officer in Field.

SEVERE PENALTIES IF YOU
DELAY BEYOND MARCH 15
With the due date for Income Taxes
only a few weeks away, the collection
of this far-reaching tax on 1918 In-

hour week.
Of interest to the general public was
the prediction of Meyer that as demobilization continues large quantities of
food released by the government for
civilian consumption will bring the
present peak prices for food tumbling
down to within the reach of the man
less fortunate than the poor, downtrodden calf skinner and the boner of

has started off with a bang.
Everybody Is figuring Income tax.
Payments and sworn .statements of
Income must reach Internal Revenue
offices on or before March 15, and there

penalties for delinquency.
Residents of Maine, New Hampshire

are severe

should make their reand pay their taxes to Seth W.
Jones, Collector of Internal Reveuue,
Portsmouth, N. H., or to any of his
deputy collectors who are now doing
free advisory work on Income Tax.
"Pay your Income Tax by March
15," Is the slogan of the Internal Revenue Bureau, which has sent every
available officer Into the field to help
the public to understand the requirements and to prepare the returns.
and

administration.

same

Hag-

Mayor

erthy has been renominatea tor a
twelfth term as mayor, and Aldermen
Horace F. Wescott, Frank R. Moore
and Leon H. Brown have been renominated. In ward 4, Lyndon H. Phillips
has been nominated for alderman by
the republicans and endorsed by the
democrats, and in ward 5 Charles F.
Fuller has been nominated for aiderFred B.
the republicans.
Harden has been nominated for street
commissioner, and will have no op-

by

man

The
democrats
went
position.
through the motions of having a caucus and nominating a ticket, but the
candidates named declined to sign the
nomination papers, so that the republican ticket is without opposition.
There is just one contest on the en-

ticket, and that for the unimportant office of ward clerk in ward 4.
The full ticket for the city appears in
the specimen ballot as printed on
pages 6 and 7 of this issue.

Farmer Accused of Selling Mortgaged
Cows Is Arrested by Disguised
Boston Policeman.

Simeon

T.

Hammond, employed by
a few days last

the M. C. R. R. Co., spent
week with his mother.

Mrs. N. L Wooster, who has been visiting her brother, F. T. Wood, in Gonlds-

horo,

is

now

with Mrs. F. P. Noyes.

Miss Mildred Knowlton, who has been
guest of E. E. Lovejoy, returned to her
home In Waterville Monday.
Mrs. Belle Powers of Veazie is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Clara Stevens.

Ensign Ralph Alien, U. S. N., has been
■pending a furlough with his grandmother, Mrs. Annie Sargent. He is to
report in New York for orders.
The lidiei of the V. I. A. will
dinner town meeting day.
Feb. 24.

serve

a

pie

sociable

Arrested

Phillips,

Lowe was
boose, but escaped. A clue was discovered In a Boston hotel and Police
Inspector Manning was put on the Job.
The Inspector became a “bell hop”
at the hotel. His first call after donning the uniform led him to a room
occupied by a man who had signed
“Walter Lowey” on the register. Walter was thirsty and ordered liquid refreshments, which were duly served by
the bellboy Manning. The latter appeared to be so surprised by the large
tip he received from the hotel guest
that he demanded an explanation.
Finally “Lowey” admitted he was none
other than the former owner of the

mortgaged

spending

a

few

bis home

days here,

in
the

guest of Mrs. Johnson at the home of her
parents, W. M. Wardwell and wife.
Feb. 24.
jj.
AMHERST.
A. N. Jewett and wife

are

spending the

present week in town.
An organization of Camp Fire Girls
has been formed with the following
members: Guardian, Carolyn EL Silsby;
members, Leonore Kenniston, Evelyn
Kenniston, Gertrude Treadwell, Mildred
Treadwell, Doris Giles, Dora Johnson,
Lillian Johnson, Norma Crosby.
Feb. 24.
S.
SURRY.
Mabel Kane returned home Saturday.
Panl Clark left Monday for Portsmouth,
N. H.
There

supper and sale at Rich’s
Proceed
Corner Tuesday evening.
25.
L.
Feb. 24.
was

a

LAMOINE.
King has received his discharge
service and is home.

Louis D.
from

Forrest We6t is at home
llevens on a furlough.
Feb. 24.

cations:
Any unmarried person whose 1918
Widnet income was $1,000 or over.
ows and widowers, divorcees and married persons who are living apart from
their husbands or wives, are for the
purposes of the Income Tax classed as
unmarried.
Any married person living with wife
or husband whose 1918 net income was
$2,000 or over. The income of both
husband and wife must be considered,
together with the earnings of minor
children, if any.

cows.

PAY $4,000 AT $3 A WEEK

Revenue Bure u Offers Aid,
tJnited States
Each person in
who is In either of tnese
must get busy at once if penalties are
to be avoided.
He should secure a
blank Form 1040 A for reporting net
Income up to $5,000, or Form 1040 if
his net Income exceeded that amount
Forms are being distributed by Collectors and their Deputies, also by banks.
By following the instructions on the
forms a correct return can be prepared
at home.
If a person needs advice or
aid, the Deputy Collectors in the field
will furnish this without charge.
The new Revenue law places the Income Tax duty on citizens and residents. The Internal Revenue Bureau
is sending Its men to work right with
the public to get the tax and the returns in.
With active co-operation
every tax due March 15 will be paid
and every return required by law will
be in the Revenue offices on time.

Aged Man Believes He Can Liquidate
Indebtedness if Given a
Chance.
New

York.—Declaring

fidently expects

to

C!?®*!ICI^!ns

that he con-

qualify

as

a

cen-

Louis Cirker, a seventythree-year-old barber and chiropodist
of Brooklyn recently applied to Judge
Mulqueen of general sessions for permission to refund, at the rate of $3 a
week, $4,004.94 he had Illegally appropriated from the estate of his first
wife.
Just before making the novel
request Cirker pleaded to second degree larceny In the appropriation of
the funds.
He admitted that the
money which had been entrusted to
him as executor and trustee had been
expended in maintaining household
expenses accrued by his second wife.
“I expect to live to be one hundred
or more,” declared the old man suavely. “Several of my ancestors lived to
be ninety-five or more.”

tenarian,

RUSS RUBLE WORTH 12 CENTS

from Camp

London.— Northern Russia's new ruble currency, that Is, the currency arranged by the British government to
assist the Archangel provisional gov-

stabilizing finances, has a
fixed rate of exchange of 40 ruble* to
one pound.
That places the ruble at
6 pence, roughly 12 cents In American
money.
Exchange on the old rubles, both
those issued under the Imperial government and the Kerensky government, has been extremely unstable
throughout the bolshevik regime In all
parts of Russia.
The distribution of money Is uneven.
Money famines are constantly appearing in many sections, regardless of the
fact that all money presses are kept
going day and night.

Miss

By the U. S. SHIPPING BOARD

the week in Corea.

TO BE TRAINED A8

Ensign Ralph Allen, 0.8. N., on leave
of absence, was here Wednesday.
Capt. George W. Colwell spent a few
days recently in Bangor. Mrs. Colwell
has been visiting in Hancock.

DECK OFFICERS
and ENGINEERS

and friends

ttad wife gave them

a

MERCHANT MARINE

COURSE IN NAVIGATION, six weeks, fits for third mste',
license or higher; open to men of two years' deck experience, ocean ot
coastwise, or equivalent In fisheries, or on lake, bay or sound.
FREE COURSE IN MARINE ENGINEERING, one month, fits for third
assistant engineer's license or higher; open to men of mechanical not
engineering experience. Including locomotive and stationary englneen.
machinists on marine engines, graduates of technical schools and matin#
oilers and water tenders.
(Men needing sea service to qualify fully for license, after taking course nut
be rated during such service as Junior Officers, on pay.)
Navigation, Portland and
dipping Hoard Schools In New England;
Rockland, Me.; Gloucester and Cambridge. Maas. Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Cambridge. Maas.
FREE

was caused by a defective chimbeney, it is thought. About everything
low stairs was saved, but the loss of bed-

The fire

ding and other up-stairs furnishings was
buildings were inconsiderable. The
sured.
Feb.

24._C.
WEST EDEN.

Uye Smith has gone to Portsmouth, N.,
H., to go on a receiving ship.
Mt. View grange is working hard to j
have the drama “Valley Farm'’ ready to
play, March 6.
/
W. F. Higgins has returned to Bayside
after

a

few weeks with E.

Apply

to

E. Sargent and

Emery
who is
who is

To Settle

gone to the
district to teach for her mother,
at home with her eon Raymond,

Tripp

The following briefly described Real Estate. For particulars apply to (call or write) E. F. Small at the Burrill National Bank, Main Street, Ellsworth.

Mrs. M. W. Lurvey and son Lloyd have
moved home from Bar Harbor. Mr. Lurvey is in a naval hospital in Chelsea,
where be underwent au operation. He has
been very ill, but it is now hoped he will
be able to return home in
health.

soon

Lot of land in
stream, with water

ELLSWORTH,
privilege.

M.

property.
Lot of land in ELLSWORTH, West side
Union river and North side Brooch Pond
road.

Peptiron

HARDEN and PRE8COTT FARM, About 50
acres, BAR HARBOR, now known as Mt.
Kebo Spring.

A Real Iron Tonic
Puts iron Into the blood, giving

Lot in ELLSWORTH, on W'altham
known as Walter M. Haines lot.

strength and endurance, reappetite, aids digestion, prosweet, refreshing sleep.

l02t.

M.c
BOUND-Large

five passenger Saion tonring
car,
good condition; every modern
equipment, including extra tire and tire carriers. For sale cheap, if taxen within the next
two weeks.
Apply W. E. Whiting. Ellsworth, Maine.

SIX'-cyUnder,
in

Income figures.
Any person who Is working for wages should
find out exactly how much he received
during the whole year 1918.
Fees,
bank Interest, bond Interest, dividends,
rents received and all other items
be reported correctly.
must
Mere
guesses are not accepted, for they are
unjust alike to the taxpayer and the
Government and defeat the proper administration of the law.

Lot at GREEN’S LANDING
shore property adjoining lobster
gether with wharf and buildings.
MUTUAL

HAMMER WAS USED ON GUEST

VILLAGE,
factory, to-

boston, mass.
United Druggists Mutual Fire In-

take

Co.)

s

STATEMENT

ASSETS, DEC. 11,1918.
Mortgage*

on
Head With Weapon Because
He Wouldn’t Eat More—Was
Insane With Whisky.

******************
*
*
INCOME TAX IS
TRULY POPULAR.

Albany, N. T.—His temper getting
the best of him when he was told to
eat more while at dinner with George
Banker at his home, Edward Kaack
left the table, got a hammer and hit
Banker two blows on the head, Inflicting painful Injuries. Banker told his
story In police court. Kaack’s mother
corroborated it, but excused her son's
action on the theory that he was Insane with whisky. Kaack went
Jail.

“The payment of Income taxes
takes on a new significance,
which should be understood by
every citizen. The taxation system of this country Is truly popular, of the people, by the people and for the people. Every
citizen Ts liable to tax. and the
amount of the tax is graduated
according to the success and fortune attained by each individual
In availing himself of the opportunities created and preserved
by our free Institutions. The
method and degree of the tax Is
determined by no favored class,
but by the representatives of the
people. The proceeds of the tax
should be regarded as a national
Investment."—Daniel C. Roper,
Commissioner of Internal Reve-

Less unadmitted

HOME

assets

$403,750 45

LIABILITIES.
Reserved for losses.in process
adjustment
*_

HOTEL HELP WANTED

c

$ 18,465 96

__

Premium reserve
Reserved for unpaid*bills
Reserved for taxes

WOMEN and girls wanted for best
year around hotels in Maine; 25
waitresses, fine tip hotels; also chamber,
kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub women,
chefs, pastry and all-around cooks. -Bell and
buss boys, second
ano
third cooks for
hotel positions, Apply always to Maine Hotel Agency, new quarters, 90 Main street,
Bangor. ‘Established 87 years. 800 girls
wanted for best summer hotels.
Inclose
stamp for reply. Few high grade housework

Capital stock
Net

126

15

196

876
1,000

30
00

$146,687

41

100,000 00

$346,537 41

surplus

157.213 04
$403,750 46

$267,213 04
Surplus to policy holders
E. C. CARLL. AGENT, Augusta. Me.
INDIANA LUMBERMEN'S MUT. INS. CO.

^o

He Just Returned from
Hell—Soldier’s Version
Martin’s Ferry, Ohio.—“Just
returned from hell” Is the forceful phrase used by Corporal Elmer Walton In a letter Informing his mother here that he has
arrived In the United States. He
was the first local boy to enlist
after war was declared.

nue.
l

****************;

All other liabilities,
over all liabilities,

NOTICE.

HAVING

.\CUKS,

MASONIC PROTECTIVE ASSOCIA18 FRANKLIN
ST., WORCESTER,
MASS.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1918.
Stocks and bonds
1529,117 50
Cash in office and bank
220.228 18
Interest and rents
9.892 40
AH other assets
1,076 62

THE

TION,

Admitted

8760.309 65
81,894 51

8728,415

assets

04

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1918.
Net unpaid losses
8214,964 44
Unearned premiums
270,580 65
All other liabilities
89,515 32
Cash capital
100,000 00
103.354 63
Surplus over all liabilities
Total liabilities and
FITCHBURG

MUTUAL

AS8BTS

FIRE

INS.

CO.

DEC. 81. 1918.

Gross assets,
Dednct items not admitted,
8295,467 03

31, 1918.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
A11 other liabilities,
Surplus over all liabilities,

8 21,121 51
193,857 38
8,24154
72,246 60

Total liabilities and

8295,467 03 i

surplus.

andjsurplns,

597,416

91

$964,376

21

ORIENT INSURANCE CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.
ASSETS DEC. 81. 1918.
Real estate.
$ 178,307 88
Stocks and bonds,
3,641.218 39
Cash in office and bank,
779.386 03
balances.
Agents’
512,066 50
Bills receivable.
8.8 M 16
Interest aud rents,
70,156 38
All other assets.
10,065 n
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted.

$5,091,998 45
498,884 42

Admitted assets.

*$4,596,114 03
LIABILITIES Dge 81, 1918.

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities,
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

$

Total liabilities and

$4,596,114 03

surplus,

189,263 21

2,141,262

39

75,900 00
1,000.000 00
1,189,698 43

iLcgal Notion
COMMISSIONER* NOTICE.
Hancock ss.
W*. the

Bucksport, Mb., Feb. 24,1919.

undersigned, baying been duly
by the HonoraEle Bertrand
JPPOinted
Clark,
Judge of probate within and lor said
county, commlsaioners to recei.e and decide
E.

Real estate.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash u» office and bank,
Agents' balances.
Interest and rents,
A11 other assets,

Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DEC.

Total liabilities

8728.415 04

surplus

18.246 51

Surplus

contracted with the City of Ellaworth to support and care for those who
may need assistance during five years beginning Jan. 1, 1916. and are legal residents of
Ellsworth, I forbid all persons trusting them
on my account, as there is plenty of room and
accommodations to care for them at the City
Farm houseAbtbub B. Mitchkll.

Gross assets
Dednct items not admitted

Kothery.

one acre on

abore of

Haynes heirs and J.

on

Dean St., i

upon the claims of the creditor, of Oacar
P. Cunningham, late of
Bucksport, in said
county, deceased, whose estate has been
represented insolvent, hereby give public
notice agreeably to the order of the said
ludge
of probate, that ail months from and after
the fourth day
of February, a. d.
1819.
ha\e
been
allowed to said creditors to
present and prove their claims, and that
we will attend to the
duty assigned us at the
selectmen’s office, in said Bucksport. on Mon*
Marcb 31, 1919. and on Monday, Aug. 4,
1919, at nine o clock in the forenoon, of each
of said day a.
William R. Brasliy,
Harry H. Carlky,
Commissioners.

£*7.

Lot of land in

adjoining

building!),
stable

with
and shore

buildings.

ELLSWORTH, on Water
post office lot. Two store
second floor
tenement!
privilege; known ae Malone

Lot of land in ELLSWORTH, on West bide
of Oak street, south of property formerly
known as Files house.
Two-thirds in common and undivided, lot ia
ELLSWORTH, near Union River bridge,
known as “Coombs Block” property.

ILrgal Sftrf irw.
PROBATE NOTICES.
it hereby given that the folloninf
j3l appointments have been made by the
Probate Court within and for the county of
Hancock, State of Maine:

'i^'OTICE

Charles H. Allen, late of Sullivan, in said
Alvin T. Wilton of Mid
county, deceased.
Sullivan, appointed administrator of the estate of taid deceased: dote of qualification
February 11, a, d. 1919.

Loans
Stocks and bonds, book value
Cash on hand and in banks
Accounts receivable
Interest accrued

Cfiantffc.

2Uga;

certain lot in MT. DESERT,
as Knowles or Lyman lot.

Lot of land in Trenton,
next lands of David

INSURANCE

FIRE

COMPANY

EMPLOYMENT. BRAIDING rues
for us is pleasant,assy, well-paid work.
For particnlars address Phklps A Pinkham,
Inc., 800 Anderson 8U« Portland, Me.^

FAL'FKK

a

street,

surance

up

One-half of

formerly known

Irving AfcFsr-

I.ot of land in EDEN, 50 acres, on Break
Neck road, next lands of Brewer Realty Co.
and Geo. W. Newman.

UNITED

Sstl&l jfouu&

LANDING, on Deer Isle
Thurlow Bro#.' wbarf and

Lot of land in ELLSWORTH,
adjoiniug Bowden Store lot.

(Formerly

places.

near

Lotof l»nd to HANCOCK,
land farm property.

bay,

Two. !°U-

orders among
friends and neighbors (or the genuine
guaranteed hoisery, full line for men, women
and children. Eliminates darning. We pay
50c an hour spare time or $24 a week for full
time. Experience unnecessary. Write, Iwtern ational Stocking Mil:., Norristown, Pa.

A married pe'son who Urea wlti
wife or husband Is allowed a personal
exemption of $2,000. The head of a
family Is entitled to claim a similar

at GREEN’S

Lot of land in EDEN. 25 acres, on town
road, next to land of Washburn McFarland

WANTED

Jfrtnalr

Lot

Thorough! ire.

J. E.

10 *nd 15 *cres, in EDEN, near
Jones’ Marsh, adapted for cranberry
raising,

$clp JHantiU.

MEN

One-fourth in common and undivided, lot is
H ANCOCK adjoining John Ball and Franklin
Ball lota.

Lot in SEDGWICK. 9 acres, near lands of
Heseklah Byard and Wm. Hooper.

Lot of land in ELLSWORTH, known as
Forsailh place; double tenement and stable;
corner East Main and Oak streets, opposite
Unitarian church.

jFcr Salt.

to

road,

VILLAGE,

and Geo. W. Newman.

fox hound, strap on neck
with buckle and ring; color tan, while
«t and neck.
Finder please notify F.slojcd HxsLAM.with costs,Walt ham. phone, 2-4.

women

Lot at GREEN'S LANDING
land Robert Knowlton.

next

One eighth in common and undivided, lot
of land. LAMOiNE. Cold Spring Water Co.

ZUAmtisancm

or

Card’*

on

Brick blpck, State street, ELLSWORTH,
consisting of store and basement, storehouses; second floor rented by Hancock Co.
Savings Bank; third floor, tenement.

improved

Feb. 21.

nerve

Estate

an

has

seriously ill.

stores
motes

SALE

FOR

Mrs. Malcolm Peach is in very poor
health, and has gone to Oak Hill for a few
weeks to stay with her parents.
Muriel

HORATIO HATHAWAY, Jr.

Section Chief, 101 MILK STREET, BOSTON

family.

Miss

THE

IN

of Byron Moore
surprise party Saturday evening. Ab^pt fifty were present.
The house and stable of Capt. At Welch
were
burned early
Tuesday morning.

Neighbors

WANTED

MEN

on a trip, are home.
Wilhelmina Stewart is spending

been away

t)U

making

R.

There is more catarrh in this "section of the
eoantry than all other diseases put together,
and for years it was supposed to be incurable. Doctors prescribed local remedies,
and by constantly failing to care with local
treatment, pronounced it incurable. Catarrh
is a local disease, greatly influenced by constitutional conditions and therefore requires
Catarrh
treatment. Hall’s
constitutional
Medicine, manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
Co., Toledo, Ohio, is a constitutional remedy,
is taken internally and acts through the
blood on the mucous surfaces of the system
One Hundred Dollars reward is offered for
•ny case that Hall’s Catarrh Medicine fails to
Send for circulars and testimonialscare.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo. Ohio,
bold by druggists. 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

EXPERIENCED

CAUTION NOTICE.
personal exemption.
1
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
SEAS my wife, Abbie D. Trundy.
An additional exemption of $200 la
ha® left my bed and board without Just
WIFE
ASSETS DEC. 8i, 1918.
allowed for each person under eight- cause, this la to warn all!persons against har- |
Real estate.
as I
$ 86*100 00
een or Incapable of self support who boring or treating her on my account,
338,150 00
shall pay no bills of her contracting after Mortgage loans.
was dependent upon and received his
Cash in office and bank.
23 429 98
date.
and
bonds.
Stocks
626,700 00
Benjamin W. Tbuhdy.
chief support from the taxpayer.
26.465 40
Agents’ balances.
North Penobecot. Me., Fafc. 25, 2*19.
A husband and wife living together
Interest and rents,
11.039 r
are entitled to but one personal exFRKKUOM NOTICE.
Gross assets,
$961,284 65
Deduct items not admitted.
6,908 44
emption of $2,000. If they make septhis date. I give my son, Carroll B.
Mitchell, his time, and shall not collect
AFTER
arate returns the exemption may be
Admitted
aaaets.
of
his
con21
**f
his
nor
bills
$964,376
bills,
pay any
any
claimed by either or divided.
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1918.
tracting.
Chablbs L. MrrriBLL.
Net unpaid losses,
f 20,458 00
Accuracy Required.
Ellsworth. Me.. Feb. 11,1919.
Unearned premiums.
818,266 79
Absolute accuracy is necessary in

ernment In

Hit

Martha Lufkin of Corea is visiting
niece, Mrs. De Witte Lath top.
Capt. J. W. Stinson and wife, who have

her

Exemptions Are Allowed.
single person is allowed a personal
exemption of $1,000. If he la supporting in bis household relatives who are
dependent upon him he may claim the
status of the head of a family who has
the same exemption as If married.
A

thoritiae to Aid Archangel
Government.

was

from France to

is

Who Must Make Return.
It Is estimated that many thousands
of single and married persons in this
section of the United States who have
never before made annual returns are
required to do so this year.
Income tax returns must be made
between now and March 15 by persons
who come under the following classifi-

selling mortgaged cows,
locked up In the town ca-

ior

Currency Value* Fixed by Britiah Au-

given recently in the
grange hall for the benefit of tbe Baptist
church. Set proceeds, fl0.06. An icecream social was given
Friday. Proceeds,
rA. J. Long of Portland is
spending a
few days with his parents.
&*y H. Daggett of the A. E. F.,J recently

returned

a

town.

EAST BLUEHILL.
A

bellboy,

Boston police inspector arrested Wilbur Lowe, a farmer of Waterbury, Yt.,
sought here by the constable of that

tire

WEST GOULDSBORO.

a

Vermont

turns

PINCHED BY “BELLBOY” COP

as

W. Cleaves is ill.

Mrs.

comes

chuck.

Boston.—Disguised

to Public,

Internal Revenue Bureau

ed cleaver at the same place—can earn
but a mere trifle of—but here are the
official figures:
Carl Meyer, attorney for the packers
at the recent wage hearing before
Judge Alschuler, produced pay vouchers showing the calf skinner received
for JO hours' work $112, while the
chuck boner received $74 for a 62-

day.

which the whole community is vitally
interested, and to which it should
give its unstinted support.

Helpful

E.

Frank Bradbury, late of Frtfftklin, in nui
Frank Bradbury, Jr., of
county, deceased.
said Franklin appointed administrator of tht
estate of said deceased; date of qualificatio*
February 4, a. d. 1919.
Caroline Q. Foster, late of Ellsworth is
said county, deceased.
Albert K. Fostet.o*
said Ellsworth, appointed administrator of
the estate of said deceased; date of qualiS*
cation February 4, a. d. 1919.
Everard H. Greely, late of Ellsworth, is
said county, deceased. Mary Ann Greelyof
said Ellsworth appointed administratrix of
the estate of said deceased; date of qaslifl*
cation February 4, a. d. 1919.
Martha K. Hamilton, late of ;8arry, m said
James F.’ Carey of said
county, deceased.
Surry, appointed administrator of the estate
of said deceased; date of qualification February 11,

a.

d. 1919.

Harvey D. Hamor, late of Bar Harbor, in
said county, deceased
Calvert G. Hamor of
said Bar ilarbor. appointed executor of the
last will and testament of said deceased; date
of qualification January 16. a. d. 1919.
Maud L. Harris, late of Castiue, in said
county, deceased. Harold 8. Babcock of said
Castiue appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased; date of qualification
February 4, a. d. 1919.
Charles E. Haskell, late of Deer Isle, in
said county, deceased. Emma F. Haskell of
said Deer Iale, appointed executrix of the
estate of said deceased; date of qualiflcatioi
February 4, a. d. 1919.
Deborah Houston, late of Bucksport, a
said county, deceased.
Ulysses G. H ousts*
of said Bucksport, appointed administrator
of the estate of aaid deceased; date of quail*
fication February 4, a. d. 1919.
Barker Wardwell, late of Oastine, in said
of
county, deceased. William H. Hooper tn<
said Castine, appointed administrator of
estate of said deceased; date of qualification
February 4, a. d. 1919.

Ellsworth, in said county. this
twenty-sixth day of February, a. d. 1919
Hoy C. Haimkv, Register.
Dated

at

NOTICE

OK

FOKKl’LOSl

BE.

HERE AS Ida M. Ware, of Somerville
Middlesex county, common wealth ol
Massachusetts, by her mortgage deed, dated
the eighth day of January, 1917, and recorded
in the Hancock county registry of deeds
book 531. page 389, conveyed to me, the undfr*
sigued, two certain parcels of real estate s»°‘
ated in Sedgwick, in said Hancock countyand bounded as follows: ‘'First; A certs*"
lot or parcel of land, located in the town oi
Sedgwick. Being a part of the homtstew
formerly owned by David Harding, butte®
and bounded as follows:
Beginning on t®e
south side of the highway near the dwell!®*
house of Thomas Currier; on the corner ®e*
tweeu laud of said Currier aud said l>svJ“
Harding, jr.; thence south <ifty degrees ea»
twenty-six and a half rods on the
tween land of said Currier and said Hardin*
sr., to stake and stones; thence south forty
five degrees west twelve rods to stake
we*
thence
stones;
north
fifty degrees
twenty-six and a half rods to said
an apple tree by the fence;
thence norio
easterly by said highway to the first bouna.
containing two acres, be the same m®
or less, with the buildings thereon.
^ec
A certain tract or parcel of land s11!14*,,.
in said Sedgwick and bounded tud 0
14
scribed as follows, to wit: Beginning
northeast corner Richard G. Currier • » j

W1

nigb"*y,T

said heirs land to land formerly of Mar/*
Ware; thence southwesterly by said war
land to land of Richard G. Currier;
w
southeasterly by said Currier’s
place of beginning, estimated to con
aboutthree-foui ths of an acre, more oru»°’e
and whereas the condition of a»»d mor k
has been broken, now, therefore, by rea»
the breach of the condition thereof, I c14
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Robert B. Holmp»By Peters & Crabtree, bis Alto rue)
Ellsworth, Me., Feb. 34, iC19.

l»?d

]

j]
j

ELLSWORTH REUNION.
N_

hoy WKtiFABK

Coni.nnnHy S,rvl.

I

«

ork

LAMOINE REUNION.

Annual

a
An mi a I
Gathering; In llostou
of
Gathering
Hancock
froport®nt
“Victory Party.”
County Folk lu Cambridge.
Started in Ellsworth.
The Lamoine reunion rounded out a
Boston, Mass., Feb. 24 (special)—The
club has been organized
A Boy Welfare
Ellsworth Reunion association celebrated full dozen years of its existence Monday
It i. »" important work,
in Ellsworth.
its fourteenth annual meeting with a evening, Feb. 17, at
for comCambridge, Mass.
the large movement
inmie with
“Victory party” Friday evening, Feb. The glorious weather and the pleasure of
has received new
which
21.
Notwithstanding the stormy night, meeting old friends tempted ninety-five
munity service
the war, and upon which over 400 w’ere present, and if one could people from their homes in the towns
impetus since
C. A. is now engaged in a judge from the mirth and jollity, it was surrounding Boston, and before the
,be Y? M.
the most enjoyable affair the society has evening was over, one arrived direct from
world-wide campaign.
held.
Lamoine, and he had to undergo a crossin hav- yet
fortunate
is
club
The Ellsworth
Owing to ilLne*ft and other causes many examination as to conditions there when
at the start most attractive were unable to attend, but enough of the he left, how the
people were, etc. The
ing available
Mayor Hagerthy “regulars” were ptesent to stamp the interest in the old home is always keen.
(nh desirable quarters.
a
It
affair
as
“down
was
east”
noted
with
distinctly
gatherregret that George
at the disposal of the club
b,s placed
ing. While the younger set preferred Googins, w’ho has been present at each
room on the
WhitinK ball and banquet
the merry whirl of the dance, the older preceding reunion, was ill and could not
floors of the Whiting folks
gathered in little groups about the be there.
second and third
The business meeting resulted in the
smokiog-room, corridors and parlor and
molding.
election of Crosby R. Young as president,
swapped yarns.
floor will be fitted up as a
second
The
Shortly after nine o’clock the march and the re-election of Anna M. Young as
with readcommunity ball or club room,
was formed, led by President Erastus F.
secretary and treasurer.
writing tables, games, pool tables, Redman and
A very interesting program followed,
ing sod
daughter, followed by the
for
be
used
will
floor
other officers of the society and guests. consisting
of
The third
the
singing
K
by
drilla.
Dancing was continued until 1 o’clock. company,
readings
by Miss Edith
physical sod military s
During intermission, delicious refresh- Crawford and Mra. Henry Gerrish, and
The club has (ormed temporary organments were served.
music—violin and piano-by Misses Ruth,
have choeen as a board
The
boys
jjation.
Oliver L. Andrews acted as floor director Hodgkins and Clara Phillips, and Mr,
Rev. J. W.
Y.
McGown,
M.
J. F. Coolidge, Mrs. Frances
assisted by Mrs. Lyman L. Lord, Mrs. Doten.
of directors
140S’ C. Haines and Fred H. Kendrick, Mrs. Helen Tripp, Gibson, C. A, Reynolds, Mrs, Henry GerTickle, L. F.
Miss Ella F. Jordan, Mrs Robert S. Leigh- risbj Charles Perkins, Henry Cogging and
Charles H. teisnd.
manner.
It ton, Lyman L. Lord, Walter L. Smith, Others spoke of old times and new' in
The club starts in a modest
Lamoine, each with good-humored jokes
the whole-hearted sup- Howard H. Adams, Charles Jordan.
needs and deserves
*
The dances were named for Ellsworth at the other’s expense.
Its needs and its
community.
the
of
port
Delicious refreshments were served by
vessels, many of them now “dead and
are set forth in the following apobjects
of Ellsworth from the gone,” or sold away from Ellsworth, The the committee, Mrs. B. y, Rose, Mrs. E. L.
peal to the citizens
names on the
order were Fair Wind, Hodgkins, Mrs. H. D, Gerrish and Miss
directors:
board of
Lavolt&i Storm Petrel, Nellie Grant, Grace Reynolds, assisted by many willing
Feb. 28,1919,
Little Round Top, Leonora,
Qtronto, hands, after which a social good time was
“The reunions grow better
Wesley Abbott, The Dolphin, The Bat, enjoyed.
Citizens o/ EUtworth:
David Faust, Henry ; each year,” was heard from many as they
An earnest, sincere appeal is made for Franconia, Myronus,
said good night.
in behalf of the Boy Wel- Morrison, The Acadia.
your support
During the evening a telegram was sent
Among those present were: George W
fare club. This club has to do with boys.
to the Maine society of New York, holding Bard and
It at once becomea s valuable Institution,
wife, Mrs Fred Brown, Mrs
its
annual
and
meeting
banquet at Hotel Marcia Chamberlain, George H Coggins,
regardless of whether reconstruction is
Astor.
J F Coolidge and wife, Reuben A
go revolutionize community life or not. j
Cousins,
1
A meeting of the committee will be held Edith M
The time has come, and it is highly imCrawford, Mrs A B Cough, Mrs.
that the boys of (illsworth at the office of Howard H. Adams, Cbaun- Celia
also,
Mrs
Edward Deslsle, S T
pottsnl
Cushlflg,
should be recognized and that
they cey street, Boston, on fctaturday afternoon, Doten and wife, Mrs Sumner Foster,
should receive a reasonable amount of March 1, to make returns and arrange for Henry D Gerrish and wife, Mrs Frances
the anuual meeting of the society.
care tod attention.
Gibson, John H Googins and wife, Donald
The list of those present at the reunion E Hodgkins.
A group ot ooys nave already organized,
has
bean
in
ejected
have
the
and
will be
delayed
t-ionei iv iioagkiDs ana
directors,
mails,
|jive
incorporated
wile, Edward t
constitution*
rules
and published later.
Hodgkins and wife, Ernest L Hodgkins
^oto their
and wife, Harold Hodgkins, Kuth Hodgregulations for a proper decorum and for
tbe dispatch of business, have outlined a
kins, *Mrs C A Hoxie, Kuth Hoxie, Mrs
COOKK TESTIMONIAL.
Fred H Kendrick, Mrs Cassie
program for military and physical drills,
King, Dr C
a
and
social program
for athletics,
Novel Program to be Presented Next W King and wife, Nathan King and wife,
Monday Evening.
supported by a library and reading room,
KusseUJCing, Thomas Y King, Mrs C M
A novel program will be presented at Kittredge, May Kittredge.
to which has beeo added a certain amount
Hancock bail next Monday evening, at
Muriel Linscott, W E Lyman and wife,
of games.
The board of directors has general su- the entertainment to be given as a testi- Grace Lyman, Reuel McFarland, Mrs.
pervision over the ^finances, deportment monial to Fred E. Cooke, the popular and Harry McNider, Luther G Merchant and
and tbe carrying on of the various pro- efficient janitor of tbe hall.
wife, Frank A Murch and wife, George
The first part will be a reproduction of W Murch and wife, Mrs Ida Martin, Miss
grams. The basic idea is to have the boys
accept the responsibilities of the entire Barnum’s original dime museum, with Abbie Pad elford, Charles E Perkins, wife
the following noted characters:
and grandson, Clara Phillips, J C
organization.
Phillips,
To thoroughly establish the project. The Fat Boy,
Percy Astorbuil H Vv Phillips, Mrs A Lawrence Poor,
The
Mrs
Madame
Cora
Giantess,
Louist
Alexander
C.
has
made
Proctor.
Hagerthy
Mayor
Madame Lyons
C A Reynolds and wife, Walter L Reyit possible for the boys to have Whiting Tbe Bearded Lady,
•
Mademoiselle Lola nolds, Mrs Addiu Reynolds, Miss Grace
and
the
ball
banquet hall beneath. The The Snake Charmer,
Tony Saca Reynolds, Bernard S Rose and wife, Walbanquet hall will be the boys’ community The Tatooed Man,
Count Little Finger,
home. Here games are to be played, a
Raymond Royal ter F Stanley and wife, Norman F StanEdith Adams ley, C M Stratton and wife, Miss Myrtie
poo! !?>)!«, reading and writing tables in- Countess Little Finger,
Indian Quartette
Thibodeau, Mrs J K Tweedie, Frederick
stalled, and attractive pictures, posters
Red Feather,
Eddie Austin Tweedie, Agnes Tweedie, Ruth E Whitand banners will decorate the walls.
Louise Donnell aker, Warren H Whitaker, Ada E Wykes,
Tbe Unitarian club has already given Wetona,
Charles Tilden Crosby R Young and wife, Linwood H
Blue Feather,
f50. The club needs:
Martha Royal Young and wife, Mrs. Myra Young, Les1. *100.
Mahwissa,
Professor Bluffe ter E Young, Anna M Young.
2. A piano.
Lecturer,
The second part will be “Mother Goose
3. A phonograph and records.
N1COLIN.
Rhymes” in tableaux, with the following
4. One stove.
e

characters:

Three dozen chairs.
tables.

5.

Mother Goose,

6. One dozen

7. Several good pictures and posters.
8. All kinds of athletic equipment.
Notwithstanding all the wantB and
necessities, simplicity is to govern all
departments and conservatism exercised
in regard to expenditures and the installation of equipment.
In view of this brief statement, we the
undersigned directors of the Boys Welfare
dob, solicit your interest in one of the
worthiest undertakings yet presented before you. Do not wait to be asked, but
kindly volunteer your services and your
support at once, whether it be money or
some part of the
equipment.
We believe that all these things should
be secured during the balance of the present week. vVe would also be pleased to
have you call*anyone of us on the telephone or communicate in any way with us
so that
you may come into possession of
all the details.

Yours,

boys,
.M. Y. McGown.
W.
John
Tickle,

in behalf of the

F. Giles,
Koy C. Haines,
Chas. H. Leland.
L.

Old

King Cole,

First Fiddler,
Second Fiddler.
Third Fiddler,
Mother Hubbard,

Rachel Haynes
Daniel Harrington
Luman Woodruff

Eugene

Smith

James Davis
Charlotte Sawyer
Simple Simon and the Pieman.
Harv »rd Young
The

Pieman,

Haynes
Whitcomb Haynes
Daniel Harrington
Alice

Jack Horner.
Sing Song Sixpence,
Charlotte Whitcomb
Little Bo Peep,
Harvard Young
Simple Simon, Fishing,
Elleneen Doyle
Barber Shaving a Pig,
Himself
The Pig,
Ruth Whiting
Rock-a-bye Baby,
To See an Old Woman Get
Eleanor Alexander
On a White Horse,
Ella Mae Johnston
Mrs Jack Spratt,
James Carney
Jack Spratt
Doria Oolpitts
Old Woman in Shoe
The entertainment will be followed by

dancing.
EAST SULLIVAN.
Miss Lydia Hill will leave to-night for
New Haven, where she has a position.
Harold Noyes, wife and infant daughter,
Edwin
Helen Franoes, are guests at

Doyle’s.
R. A. Black, formerly of Sullivan,
of Bath, is the guest of Edwin Doyle,

Dr.
now

Mrs. Jenness McGown is ill with influenza.
Dr. George A. Phillips of Bangor spent a
few days recently with his father.
Sidney Moore went to Lamoine to attend the funeral on Sunday of his uncle,
Erastus Moore.
Clarence Tourtelotte, employed by the
Western Union, is visiting his sister,
Mrs. Sidney Moore.

Lyman DeWitt and wife have gone to
Tracy Station, N. B., for a visit at Mr. DeWitt’s old home. Percy Fernald and wife
of Brewer are keeping house for them.
Walter Rapp and wife of Brockton,
Mass., spent the week-end with Hiram
Danico and wife, making the trip in their
car.
They were obliged to return borne
by train Monday on account of the snow.
Relatives and friends of Frank Damon
of Lynn, Mass., were pained to hear of his
death last week of influenza.
wife have moved
Perley Flewellyn
to Easton, Mr. Flewellyn’s former home,
and

where

they

will reside.

OTIS.

and wife.

EGYPT.
H. 3. Coombs has returned to Bath.
Pauline Billings and Leuore Clarke are
111 ot chicken
pox.
Mrs. F. p. Goodwin of
Hancock, recently visited her parents, E. E. Sea in mou and
wile.
Mrs. Horace
Pettingill, with little
aughter, ot Bar Harbor, ig visiting her
pareuts, Leonard Clarke and wile.
E. Scammon has
returned from Amesury, Mass., where he was called
by the
death ot hie aged
mother, Mrs. Mary J.
E.

Taylor.

tUmmifuTruro*.

IN BLOOD DISEASES
Lika

Scrofula, Eczema,

and

Skin Troubles,

Many

general Spring medlrinoWf!'
rheumatism, dysDen«-/0rTiat!irr*1’ Sarsaparilla
ot
is
er«fia;,r,iHo<?ls
6
to men, women, children,
as

a

T,lV>va

*!«s
d tl',orouKh
the hwi
purc'
tionnfV°,nwh?
which depend
well

tone

»j5.thS

work In these
by cleansing

healthy
the

whole system.

condl-

vigor and

ls equally sueee?s?m mS?£8a?apllla
‘he treatment ot troubles

of'

®

_

not

80

well defined—cases
rendition or
appetite and

generiT's ,'T,„rUn,'rtrnvn
losa of
that

we

of
the

see

tvfo

Win*
In

»nS

tee nBl or cases in which
"°W very
Plainly after-effects
anfl anxiety caused by
the debility folthe grip, influenza and
fevers.
It has acco-na wonderful
amount of good.
he,p as a stomach
n,

od

.1

wa,r a,nl

MishinV*
ajlmeP‘s
pashed

toSn?5

P1"? cathartic.
'Oning, digestive

Eben Preble has been ill since ChristJulia
His
mas.
Btep-daughter, Mrs.

Thomas,

is

Walter
came

out

mother,

just recovering.

Miss Villa Orcutt's Bchool had a Washington Birthday social at the Bridgham
Hill schoolhouse Saturday evening.
The senior class of the high school will
present “Valley Farm” at the grange hall
Friday evening. A social will follow.

Boynton
for

the

who iB

and

week-end,

remain

and wife of

Saturday.

for

a

who

Howard

are

see

his

week to

Salisbury will
assist her father,
care

of the old

very feeble.

Salisbury,

who

has

been

in

Miss Clarissa O. Johnson, recently re- service six months overseas, and has returned from France, is home for a month ceived his honorable discharge, came up
before taking up nursing again in this from the Falls
last
Thursday. The
country.
neighbors gathered at the home of his
Roland Ashley of Seal Cove was called parents in the evening, to welcome him
here last week by the illness of his mother, home.
Davis.
Mrs. Jane Ashley, who suffered a shock.
Feb. 24.
Although not suffering severely, she seems

gradually growing

weeker.

Mrs.

Ashley,

ninetieth year, had been remarkably active until last fall. Her
daughter, Mrs. Fred Fuller, has been with
Mr. Fuller is also ill at
her since then.
the Ashley home.
HFeb. '25.

attocrfjurmuus.

who is in her

WEST SULLIVAN.
Mrs. Henry Bunker is visiting in Bangor and Hallowell.
Mrs. Mida Joy
cently in Bangor.

spent

a

few

days

re-

The Qoiden Rule society will meet with
Mrs. Justin Johnson Wedueaday afternoon.

H. R. Jellison and wife of Dorchester,
Mass., were week-end guests at H. H.

Havey’s.
A. P. Havey and bis guest, L. A. Bailey
of Dresden Mills, are at Tunk pond fora
few days.
Feb. 24.

Une Amie.

HEALTHY

BOWELS.

Nine-tenths of human sickness from infancy to old age. comes from stomach oi
bowels being out of order.
Headaches, tired feeling, nervous depression, weakness, spots before the eyes, bad
breath, sleeplessness, irritability, dizziness
and many other Bigns of sickuess stop, if you
treat the stomach and bowels right and gel
them into working order.
known as Dr. True’!
The prescription
has done wonders for sick people
Elixir
men, women and children, because it is th<
one
remedy that you can rely on to sei
things right in the stomach and bowels.
8old by all druggists, big or little, every
where. Druggists, as a rule, are very honest
They do not try to substitute something else
for Dr. True’s Elixir, because they know iti
value. Many druggists use it in their owi
families.

Maine’s Greatest and One of New England's

AUTO SHOW
Pleasure Cars, Trucks, Accessories

Amused.

Exposition Building, Portland, Maine

March 3-8

ARE LIKE; LITTLE CHILDREN
Now

Their

Fight

to

Job
a

Is

Done

Finish

Unique Decorations

Special Entertainment Features

They Wi'l

With

Best

Friends Over Question of
Who Won War,

Butter

liondon.—Three wounded boys who
left behind in the hospital, the

are

whose names were crossed from
the lists of those who sailed away In
time to reach home for Christmas, are
the especial charge of the women who
ones

volunteered to work on the care committee of the Red Cross way back
yonder last summer- when there was
a

Finest

THE PORTLAND

Wounded Yanks in British Hospital Have to Be

Paper Printed

At

The American Office
Best quality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parch-

ment paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.

Price, including paper and

special printing:

war on.

500 sheets
“
1000

We thought that with the signing of
the armistice our work soon would be
over and. the Christmas plans we already had begun to make were abandoned under the Impression that there

pound
$2.25 ; naif-pound size,
size,
“
“
“

hospital at Tottenham Is one of those
which is still full. Every afternoon

Bowdoin

Wounded Captives Received.
Then there

are our wounded prisonbeginning to dribble back
from Germany—to be looked after and

ers—now

made much of.
To listen to their
stories alone takes one person’s entire
time.

There was no bother about Christmas
dinner at Tottenham.
Uncle
Sam saw to that ages ago. Every boy
In the ^hospital here had such a
Christmas dinner as he will remember for years.
Sir Thomas Llpton
gave a party, one of his many, and it
had special Christmas frills. The boys
who could be moved assert they had
a bully time at Sir Thomas’ house.
He understands American boys, and
more, he gets people to help entertain
who understand them, too, like them
and don’t contradict them when they
declare that they won the war. It's
all a matter of that little phrase with
them.
These children of a larger
growth who have been masquerading
In khaki these last few months have
become children again; now their Job
is done and they will fight to the finish with their best friends over the
question of who won the war. They
just naturally can’t keep off It. And
some of the ones who arrived too late
to fight at all declare that It’s not
won yet, and that wars and wars and
wars are going to follow.
By night time they are all worn out
with fighting It all over again and they
sink back In their narrow little gray
cots and the Indulgent nurses—girls of
their quiet gray
our Denver unit in
cotton dresses and their snowy caps—
pass down the long wards tucking In
this quivering battler, smoothing the
forehead of that boy of nineteen who
has lost all his faith in any government whatsoever because he lost his
hospital allowance to a guy from Cincinnati before he had had time to even
pack It In the cherished money belt
the Red Cross gave him.
But most of the boys Who are being
left over here are seriously wounded
and It Is thought best for them not to
take a sea voyage for a while longer;
so we try to plan little surprises for
them week by week to pass the time
until their Joyful summons comes.
It Isn’t so easy, either, to think of
something that will amuse a lad who
fiiust always He on his chest to keep a
piece of shrapnel lodged somewhere In
his Interior from floating Into a locality where it muy cause a great deal
of damage.
Bracelet* Are Praised.
Little silver bracelets with tags
bearing the boy’s full name and his
military number .are perhaps the most
coveted trinkets, but as these cost
$1.50 apiece, they cannot be got by
And
the dozen by a single person.
then by the time they were all engraved and the numbers verified In
all probability the boys would be
transferred and far away. I asked
one boy how It was that Tanks were
and he said
crazy to wear bracelets,
It was a little queer how the Idea had
taken, and then he added:
“What can you expect? We took to
wrist watches because they told us
fighting men wore them; we found
wouldn’t go, but we got the hab-

they

it of having something on our arms,
and It all came down to this: If you've
it’s
got your stuff chained to you
it off and ybu
yours; Just once pry
like we have
pass on and leave It, Just
left
we

so many things we thought
couldn’t get along without."

The

Robert H.

scoring

circle
Mrs.

A YEAR OF

will meet
Leonard R.

over

Haypes

was

home

HEALTH PROTECTION

from

Sunday,

For 12 Cents
House document No. 22 before the
State Legislature provides
for a
trained Health Officer for every county
in the State, who would give all his
time to the work. The appropriation
asked for State Health work is based
on 12 cents for each person in the

Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Whitcomb have just
received a letter from their son Renel*
who, with his brother, is with the A. £5.
F., at Brest, France, and both in the
motor transportation corps. He has this
to say for the Red Cross: “The Red Crots

supplies us with the daily papers and
plenty of magazines, and whatever toilet
articles we need.
It is certainly doing a wonderful work here. It is the
soldier’s best friend in Europe, and every
fellow in the A. E. F. speaks only words
of praise for the organization.”
Hiram W. Hamilton

State.

Telephone, telegraph

or

write

your representative at Augusta if you
want him to support this important

bill.

_

Maine Anti Tuberculosis
Association

Tuesday forenoon, while working near the slip at the
lost
his
balance and fell off
Treworgy mill,
the boom about twenty feet above the
flume. Carried along by the swift current, his head etruck some ice frozen (n
the bottom of the slip, rendering him
Furnace
Hot Water
partly unconscious. He was taken out of
the water quickly and carried home, sufWork aad
fering considerably from the shock and
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICED
exposure. Mr. Hamilton was feeling betTwenty Years' Experience.
ter Tuesday night, and it is hoped he will
on

PLUMBING,
Heating,.
Jobbing.

fully

recover.

F. Blonditte, one of our
most respected and elderly ladies, died
Wednesday evening at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Martha Witham, with
whom she had lived since the death of
her husband about five years ago. Her
She
had been
age was seventy-one.
feeble for several years, but had been ill
only about two weeks. Mrs. Blonditte
was
a
woman
of
quiet unassuming
in
nature, and had won many friends
Mrs. Elmira

the ten years she had lived here. She
leaves
three
daughters—Mrs. Alfred

Conary of Providence, R. I., Mrs. Abbie
Kenney of West Ellsworth and Mrs.
Witham of
this
and
two
place,
sons, Charles of Arlington, Mass., and
Alexander of Lagrange; also a brother,
Mark Milliken, ^of Bar Harbor. The
funeral was held Friday at the house,
Rev. Henry W. Conley officiating. Burial
at Juniper cemetery.
Eraser Hint.
When the eraser becomes well worn
It is apt to smear the paper when it is
used to erase a letter. To avoid this,
simply rub a little chalk on the edge
of the eraser and no smear will occur;
and the erasure of the letter wilj be
done much more quickly as well as
more

neatly.

Personal attention to aR details
Telephone
or mail orders promptly atteniod to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me-,
Telephone i73-£.

Ellsworth Steam Laundry

NAPHTHA CLEANING
All Kinds of Laundry Wort
Goods called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel post wort
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

Ellsworth, MS'

State Street,

money

save;

Clothee

by having your clothing repaired
cost money
hauled.

now;

have yonr old suite

(Repairing fur garments

DAVID
rs/lain Street

RfRIEirsiD
Ellsworth

$}tofM0Unal

ALICE

over-

specialty

a

Cart*.

SCOTT

H.

SPECIALTY MADS OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.

AgentUnion 8afe Deposit ft Trust Co., of Portland, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bond
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter suppliei
Removed to 1 School St.,
Ellsworth, Mo

BORN.

United States Railroad Administration

Mrs
George Crosby, a daughter. [ Marguerite E. |
MILLIKEN—At Ellsworth, Feb 7, to Mr and
Mrs Gardner E Milliken, a daughter.
ROBINSON—At Ellsworth, Feb 23, to Mr and
Mrs Harold A
Robinson, a son. [Kent
Thayer. |

W. G. McADOO, Director imeral of RaDreods

CROSBY—At Castine, Feb 11, to Mr and

Corrected to

MAttiE

11, 1918. CENTRAL
Railroad

November

BAR HARBOR

MARRIED;

TO

BANGOR.
A

Bar Harbor.
Sorrento-

BLACK—CARTER—At Brooklin, Feb 21, by
Rev Frederic Emerson, Miss Lillie M Black
to Rawley A Carter, both of Brooklin,
OSGOOD-STOVER—At Bluthill, Feb 18, by
Rev R M Trafton. Miss Emma G Osgood to
Frank L stover, both of Bluehill.
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Bangor.ar

BRAGDON—At Franklin, Feb 14, Mrs Gladys
A Bragdon, aged 29 years, 6 months, 10 days.
CUS.1MAN
At Boston, Feb 21, Mrs A K
Cushman, daughter of James Grant, formerly of Bar Harbor.
FARNHAM
At West Brooksville, Feb 20,
Mary Jane, widow of George M Farnham,
aged 78 years, 4 mouths, 12 days.
GRAY—At South Penobscot Feb 20, Charles
P Gray, aged 74 years, 6 months, 4 days.
JOHNSTON—At Otis, Feb 23, Mrs Louise
Johnston, aged 90 years, 16 days.
JOHNSON—At Dedham, Feb 17, Daniel C
Johnson, aged 31 years.
MOORE—At Bangor, Feb 21,Erastus J Moore,
of Lamoine, aged 62 years, 8 months, 16
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ALLEN—At Sedgwick, Feb 22, Mrs Delia H
Allen, aged 74 years, 8 months, 29 days.
BLONDETT—At Ellsworth Falls, Feb 19, Mrs
Almira W Bloudett, aged 71 years, 6 months,
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RODICK—At Bar Harbor, Feb 25, Fountain
Rodick. aged 75 years.
SAUNDERS —At Orland, Feb 22, Gilberts
Saunders, aged 2 years, 8 months, 3 days.
TAYLOR-At New York, Feb 18, Mrs Evelyn
Butler Taylor, formerly of North Haucock,
aged 49 years, 11 months, 18 days.

au-

t9 25
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BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

days.

Williams win,
against 1,000 for the Johns.
Furthermore, he says, there are 261 i
havi
John O’Briens and 50 of these
wives named Mary.

sewing

Miss ftuth Treworgy returned home
Monday morning from a visit in Boston.

there
thority for the statement that
American
are 100,000 Smiths in the
army.
The

ladies’

Jordan.

sure

100,000 Smith* in Army.
London.—An American soldier is

3.00

ELLSWORTH FALLS

Thursday afternoon with

trains of ambulances pour out their
burdens In our receiving wards Just
ns in war times, and boys who have
been for months In French or British
hospitals are for the first time among
their own home folks.

$2.00

“

3.50;

wouldn’t be any wounded to entertain
In England. But that was all a mistake; It seems as If our work m'ight go
on for quite a bit
yet. Anyhow, otir

Brewer

Mrs.

George Johnson, in the

folks,

to

Bangor

very low.

Henry Salisbury
came over

wife of

atifacctienncnte

FIGHT BATTLES
OVER AND OVER

■

•

..ar..

f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily, t Daily, except Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
Federal Manager.
M. L. HARftfei,
General Paaseuger Agent.
Portland, Maine.

V

of

Myron Bowden

Success

-jellas External

cue)

Mrs.

Leach

fell

recently

at

|

many friends here

I

The many friends here of Mrs. J. BSellers and Mrs. S. B. Condon of South
Penobscot extend sympathy in the death

I of

their

sympathize

ms

evening,

with her.

boys
belonged to
our

the 39th brigade, 51st regiment, Coast Artillery. He arrived in Hoboken Feb. 3,
and went to Camp Mills, N. Y., then to
Fort Hamilton, Brooklyn, where be received an honorable discharge Feb. 14,
and reached home Feb. 18, stopping in

Bath to join his wife, who returned with
considerable
him. Mr. Smith has seen
active service, and was in the last long
battle that decided the w’ar. He was near
Metz when the armistice was signed.
Y.
Feb. 24.

5.

An

orchestra

society of the Methodist
Mrs. Helen
Sellers Thursday evening. The following
officers were elected: President, Mrs.
church

Helen

met

at

the home of

Sellers; vice-president,

Mrs.

acid-distressed, relieve
indigestion with
When

REPUBLICAN.

Mary

Varnum; treasurer, Mrs. Una Bridges;
secretary, Mrs. Martha Sellers. It was
decided to serve dinner town
meeting

For Mayor,

□

ALEXANDER C. HAGERTHY, Wardl

day.

| Help Your Digestion

Feb. 24.

□

Woodlocke.

#

the

BAY8IDE.
Nason Murcb and Irving Closson have
telephones installed in their homes.

For Street Commissioner

had

Rl-HOIDS

Mrs. Mary M. Edwards and
are

Dissolve easily on tongue—as
pleasant to take as candy. Keep
your stomach sweet, try Kl-mold*

son

Chester

L

FRED B. MARDEN, Ward 2

at home.

Mrs. Eunice Chapman of Bucksport is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Nell Sadler.

I

MADE BY SCOTT * BOWNE
MAKERS OP SCOTT'S EMULSION

For Alderman,

Capt. Alonzo Bowden of Portsmouth,
N. H., is visiting his brother, W. O.

□
□

FRANK R. MOORE, Ward 2

Bowden.

Feb. 24.

&tibnli«nnnits

from

The ladies' aid

Penobscot will tender to

£&t>rrttsrmmtfc,

car

March

Bangor will furnish music. The public is
cordially invited to welcome the boys who
All
have so willingly “done their bit.”
soldiers and sailors are especially invited.

mother, Mrs. Allen, of Sedgwick.

The citizens of

T'W'O

Larr««t Sale of Any Medicine in the World
Sold everywhere. In bon—» 10e«» 25c_

the

home of her sister in Bluehill, dislocating
! her shoulder and breaking one wrist. Her

burned

garage

He

Ella

WARD

mmis

;

Tuesday evening.
out and gone to the Corner, leaving a fire,
and when he returned the building had
burned, together with a new tire and
other things of value.
overseas.

from

the returned soldiers and sailors a recepI tion and ball at the town ball Wednesday

He had taken his

to return from

ome

Pvt. Wendell Varnum, who has just arFrance, spent a few days here
last week. He returned to Camp Devens
Saturday to await his discharge.

NORTH LAMOINE.

Pvt. Lewis Smith is the first of

h

rived from

“Frisndin Need”
Richardson’s

are

The senior class of Clark high school is
rehearsing the class play, ‘‘Safety First’’
Mrs. Annie Davies and daughter Helene,
who are in Bluehill this winter, spent the
week-end here.

A soothing, healing Anodyne that
speedily stops suffering. Wonderfully eft the -or Coughs, Colds,
Grippe, Sope Throat, Cramps, Chills,
Sprains, Strains, ami many other
common ills.
For more than a century humanity’s best

Forrest

and wife

Mill vale.

JOHNSOK’S
Anodyne LlNiHENT
{Interne! a:

When your nerves are all
on edge and sleep seems
out of the question take—
at bedtime—one or two

PENOBSCOT.

Doctor’s
Formula
Over 100 Years

aiAmiscnmut

NEWS

COUNTY

a&hertisnnnits-

C. A. U.

•

For Warden,

STATE OF MAINE.

□

HARRY R. JUDE, Ward 2

List of Candidates nominated to be

worth, March 3,

voted

for in

the|City

□

of Ells-

1919.

For Ward Clerk,

Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing or destroying a list of Candidates or Specimen Ballot, five to one hundred

JAMES A. FRENCH,

Ward 2

dollars fine.
THOMAS E, HALE,

For Constable,

City Clerk.

FRED G. SMITH, Ward 2
To vote a straight party ticket, place a cross (X) in the square above the party group of
Candidates for whom you desire to vote; or omit the cross (X) in the large square above the
party group and place a cross (X) in each one of the small squares at the right of the names of the

respective candidates in the party column. To vote other than a straight party ticket omit the cross(X)
large square at the head of the column and place a cross (X) in the small square at the right of the

in the

you wish to vote for in any of the party columns.
Stickers will not be counted.

names as

SPECIMEN BALLOTS.

WABJD

TECH.BB

ONE.

*

REPUBLICAN.

REPUBLICAN.

For Mayor,

For Mayor,
ALEXANDER C. HAGERTHY, Ward 1

ALEXANDER C. HAGERTHY, Ward 1

;

□

n
For Street Commissioner,

For Street Commissioner,
FRED B. MARDEN, Ward 2

□
□

FRED B. MARDEN, Ward 2

□
For Alderman,

For Alderman,

HORACE F. WESCOTT, Ward 1

j

□

LEON

H.

BROWN, Ward 3

n
For Warden,
CHARLES H. MERRIAM, Ward 1

For Warden,

□
□

For Ward Clerk,
FRANK S, CALL,

Ward 1

□
□

For Ward Clerk,

□
□

For Constable,
LESLIE W. JORDAN Ward 1

ALBION H. CARLISLE, Ward 3

ANDREW A. WEBBER, Ward 3

□
□

For Constable,

□
□

n
_

flbbruiscnuntB.

Nimrod Uses Booze to
Make His Bait Lively
WARD

FOUR.

Winsted, Conn.—How Kemey
Haywood succeeds In catching
big strings of fish through the
ice when others fishing in the
same waters and using the same
kind of halt fail has long been
a puzzle to local fishermen.
Moved by the prospects of a
dry nation, Haywood unfolded

Mp» Contents

15Fluid Drachm

GASTORIA
For Infants and Children.

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

the secret of his success. In the
poll of water containing the hnit
fish he places a little .John Barleycorn. The spirits make his
bait more lively than shiners
and chubs used by others, Haywood explained, and the pike,
bass and perch cannot help but
be attracted.

ALCOHOL-3 PER CENT.
forAs
rrcparmiuuwi^
AVcsciabic
AVegctable Preparation
* amtin in»5 thp Food bY Refills

Always

similntingtheFoodbyRcgula^
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Philadelphia Coroner Called Upon
Perform Judgment Similar to

□
□

has been

FRED B. MARDEN, Ward 2

For Alderman,

LYNDON H. PHILLIPS, Ward

For

□
□

4

LYNDON H

Alderman,

PHILLIPS, Ward A

t
r

For Warden,

□
□

FRANK M. MOORE, Ward 4

For Ward Clerk,

For Ward Clerk,

WILLARD H. PHILLIPS, Ward 4

CHARLES \V. SWEENEY, Ward

For Constable,
WAYM YN BOCLIER, Ward 4

called upon to
to the one that made
Solomon famous In biblical history.
Six “widows” have put in claims for
the body of Anthony Oster, thirty-four
years old, who died in the West Philadelphia Homeopathic hospital on December 26, of injuries received while
fighting for one of them.
Each of the "bereaved" emphatically
states that Oster was married to her.
It is the herculean task of Knight to
decide whose claim is legitimate.
It is likely that the body will be
given to Mrs. Anna Oster, who says
that she was married to Oster 11
years ago and that they had two children. The woman witli whom the deceased was living at the time of his
death is known as Mrs. Frances Oster.
Two “widows” and four children In
Lancaster, Pa., and two "widows” and
four children in Reading also claim
the body.
Oster was killed by Henry Eugene
Loomis, a boarder, after Oster accused him of insulting the woman with
whom Oster lived.

Judgment similar

For Street Commissioner,

4

□
□

WARD

Butcher Birds Are tarrying Off Canaries by the Score in California.
San Francisco.—Scores of canaries
have been carried away from their
cages during the last week by butcherbirds, who by the thousands have
taken up their winter abode here in
tlie fastness’es of Sutro forest.
The butcherbird is described ns a
first cousin to the hawk, is about onequarter the size and possesses a predaIt Is his habit to circle high
tory bill.
in the sky until his sharp eyes catch
sight of a canary as it perches In a
Then,
cage hung on some veranda.
when it is satisfied that its movements are not being watched, it swoops
noiselessly (down, thrusts its talons and
hooked beak through the bars of the
cage, pulls the luckless bird from its
domicile and tiles swiftly away with its
the butcherbirds
Sometimes
prey.
he satisfied with the mere
seem to
killing of the songbirds.
Tlie butcherbirds hibernate each
winter in tlie Sutro forest, but their
number this year Is greater than
In the summer they Bj
ever before.
to warmer climates.
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Mineral. Not Narcotic

to

That of Solomon.

C. HAGERTHY, Ward 1

Digest™

neither Opium. Morphine

For Mayor,

ALEXANDER

Thereby Promoting

Cheerfulness and Rest.Contains

SIX CLAIM BODY OF “HUBBY”

DEMOCRAT

six

about

on

W. H. Lunt, who has been employed
the past four.months at Otter Creek radio
station, is home.

Monday evening, Feb. 17.

church

Pro-

ceeds, fl4.70.

community

The

by the
Henry

sudden
T.

of

Webster.

suddenly

shocked Sunday
Julia, widow of
Mrs. Webster was

w®8

death

CITY.

Two selections

officiating.

by Clifford Burrill,
Penney accompanying.

with

The bearers

a

shock.

ill

B.

Feb. 24.

^Statfannrnta

Don’t Spoil
With

a

a] Good Meal

Bad Stomach

Thursday

She

was

beloved

If a physician, a specialist in stomach dis*
said: “I will fix up
e^ses. name to you hucI
that miserable,"worn-out stomach for you or
money back.
I will niake it as pood as new so you will
uot suffer from any distress and can eat what
DEDHAM.
you want without fear or suffering, or money
back.” would you turn down his ofter?
A program appropriate to Washington’s
And when you are offered' .Vli-o-na stomach
birthday was enjoyed in New Century table's, made from a prescription brtter than
of the stomacL specialists know how
serve
many
will
The
grange
grange, Feb. 22.
to write, are you going to be narrow minded
dinner town meeting day, March 10.
and continue to suffer from indigestion, or
are you k°11iK to he fair to yourself and try
The community was saddened by the
Mi-o-ua on the money back agreement?
Mi-o-ua stomach tablets are offered to you
death Feb. 17, of Daniel C. Johnson, aged
on this basis, that if they do Dot put your
thirty-one years, after a brief illness of stomach into such good shape that there is
sour stomach, biliousness, sick
pneumonia. Five brothers survive him— no dizziness,
headache, and stomach distress, your money
Melvin of Dedham, Herbert of Columbia
For sale by Chas. fi.
will be returned.
Falls, Everett of Bar Harbor and Frank Aiex mder and all leading druggists.
Thelma.

Feb. 24.

QUICK

Man Charged Wfo'n Shipping Bibies to
Dead Persons C. O. D. and Collecting $5 Thereby.

REPUBLICAN.

rich

For Mayor,
1
W
ALEXANDER C. HAGERTHY, Ward

□
For Street Commissioner,
FRKI> B. MARDEN, Ward 2

i ]

□
For Alderman,

CHARLES F. FULLER, Ward 5

□
□

For Warden,

LINWOOD H. CUSHMAN, Ward 5

□

□
For Ward Clerk,
REUEL E. BARTLETT, Ward 5

□

□
For Constable,
SIDNEY A. GOODWIN, Ward 5

Seattle, Witdh.—A new way to Ret
quick ts alleged to have been discovered by iF. J. Comenu of this city,
whose complaint led to the arrest '"
Tacoma of H. A. Jotirdan, Who is accused of shipping Billies to dead poisons C. O. T>. and then waiting for the
cash to rel! in from relatives.
Jourdan 1s alleged to have obtained
the names of dead persons in the
Northwest from obituary notices in the

□

□

As soon as the names
newspaiiers.
and addresses were obtained Bibles
were shipped with a bill for $5 each.
In almost every ease the Bibles would
arrive ob the day of the funeral and
the relatives would immediately send
The Bibles are said to lie
the $5.
worth about 75 cents. To add dignity
to the scheme the name of “Rev. Ira

This picture shows that heroes who
Do everything they ought to do
Like Town Talk Flour, win in the end
Where every trial makes a friend.

Milled

on

Honor—Ideal for

Every Baking

Worth." a mythical person, is alleged
have been used.
the
Comeao says he discovered
scheme when he received a Bible and
bill for $5 when his daughter died reto

cently.
Des Moines Youths “Bad.”
Des Moines. Ia.—Des Moines has
more bad kids than ever before, according to records of the Juvenile
court.
Complete records up to October 1 show 450 hoys and girls have
passed through the hunds of the
court, while last year but 301 cases
Most of the cases
handled.
were
were for delinquency, larceny, breaking and .entering property and destruction of property.

Superba Pineapple
has a degree of good taste and flavor
that will please you—your family,
and guests.

Every bit of the wholesome, delicious flavor of selected pineapples is
retained for service in your home.
As you like it —Sliced
SUPERBA Test sad CoHee

Man

Philadelphia,
scant

wirtch,

are

or

Grated.

SUPERB safest.

Dealers generally sell SUPERBA Food Products.
M1LLIKEN.TOMUNSON

“Broke”

CO

Portland. Ms.

$2,000.
Pa.—Searching the
Leaves

o.*>

of

Herman Menerold, an auwho died recently In

belongings

fifty-eight

years

parent pauper,
Ihe
guards
Philadelphia
hospital,
found more than $2,000, part of which
hidden in the leaves of a book.
For more than thirty years the deceased posed as penniless and lived
upon the charitable assistance of his
was

landlady.

were

brothers.

evening
by all.
She leaves two sons, W. H. and S. C.
Webster, and six grandchildren and three
great-grandchildren.
taken

suffering

were

Mrs. Marcia

Beautiful flowers
testified of the^ esteem of many friends.

The ladies’ aid society, under the management of Mrs. Jasper Norwood, had a
concert and box sociable at the Methodist

NEW YON*

Beverly."Mass. The funeral
19, Rev. Hugh Penney of

sung

four of the

crutches.

of

COMPANY.

PINEAPPLE

blood-stained stretchers,
on
there
the doctor's
calmly, patiently waiting
There
hand, no complaint Is uttered.
heroes,
is no outcry from these young
it seems to tne, In
almost

SStrimtiBemnita.

TRY THE SCALES

superhuman,
their super self-control.'

The scales seldom fail to reveal the truth, they are
If you are. losing weight and
a fair gauge of health.

to reare net feeling up to the mark, it is high time
place the loss and build up the powers of resistance.

Rural Mail Carrier Is
Among Farmers

Popular

SCKin ENHSION

a

I
:

:!:
;

unique combination of tonic and nourishment,
enriches

having definite reconstructive properties,
the blood, restores weight and imparts vigor and
ACT tone to the whole system. If you feel yourself losing

I

|
!

ground, try Scott'sEmulsion-theStrength-Builder.
1*"®
Elooa&ld, N. J.

li/A

Warrensburr, Mo.—H. J. Lyon.
on route 1.
a rural mail carrier
carrier on a
is the most popular
it Is berural route in the state,
lieved here. After every heavy
been
fall of snow—there have
farmnumber this year—the
a
break road for
ers on his route
He is always given a hot
t,im.
the farmer who Is
dinner

:
l

;

;

|
;j
;
|

by

nearest to him at noontime every

day.

;
i :

gcott ft Bowse,

SALVATION ARMY
LASSIES BRAVE
BATTLE PERILS
Heroic Women

Carry Doughnuts

and Pie Where Bombs Are

Smashing.

PROUD RECORD OF SERVICE
Earn

Admiration and Gratitude of
Armies They Serve—Day After

They Stuck to Their
Posts, Ministering to the
Boys in Front.

Day

room.

went

TRIBUTE TO U. S. SOLDIERS

All was peaceful there, so I
through the next room and into

German Writes to Brother In This
Country That Yankees Ars
Fine Bunch.

the kitchen.
"1 could have cried with the sight
I saw. The kitchen was, or had been,
covered with glass. A bomb had been
dropped on that glass and our kitchen,
which we had scrubbed to almost
snowy whiteness, was now a mass of
broken glass and splintered wood.
“The day after we are promised a
roof for our kitchen. The deTwo of our
bris Is cleared away.
men have arrived with a truckload of
supplies. At last we are at our real
work of baking pies and doughnuts.
The men have carried gallons of wanearby well and have
ter from a
helped us to prepare the cotTee.

St. Louis. Mo.—A remarkable tribute
Is
to the American troops in Germany
paid by a German woman whose husband and son served three years and
in a leta half In the German army,

rolling kitchens, ambulances

too

nu-

j

THE

therein named.

I

named.
Frank P. Merrill, late of Blnehili, in said
county, deceased. A certain Instrument purt porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for pro
bate'hereof and for the appointment of the
! execu’.or named in said will, Norman P. MerI rill, without giving bond, presented by Floreace J. Merrill, the widow and beneficiary of
said deceased.
Hannah Crockett Kingsley, late of Oouldsboro, in said county, deceased. A certain instrument purpoiting to be the last will aud
tea1 ament of said deo ased, together with petition for probate thereof and for the appointment ot Elliott N. Bensoq. administrator
with Ure mill annexed, presented by Ceiestia
Mors», sister and heir-at-law of said deceased. No executor having been named in
said will.
'* Alonxo B. Sanborn, late of Brooksville, in
said county, deceased. Petition that Loring
B Coombs or some other suitable person be
! appointed administrator of the estate ot said
deceased, presented by Eugene A. Sanborn,
son of said deceastd.
Charles H. Veazie, late of Castine, in said
Petition that
Marion
county, deceased.
Hatch Butler or some other suitable person
be appointed administrator of the estate of
said deceastd
without giving bond, presented by Mary H. Veazie,.widow of said deceased.

Agents' balances.
Bills receivable,!
Interest and it nts,
All other assets,!

Real estate,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents balances and accrued

in

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES

105.258 92
69.389 46
72.062 18
14 143.272 22
816.630 45
1,578.776 35
10,000 00
141.348 69
485.54198

It

DEC. 81.1918.*to45aig

Net unpaid losses.!
Unearned premiums.

*u
xn

All Otfc,,

-Surplus
Total

sll

liabilities and surplus.

MASSACHUSETTS

FIRE

*3*5.4111J-

*

MARINE

jj

8VRANOR CO,
*“9TQ*, NASS.
ASrtfcrs DEC. 91, 1918.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents,
All other asset#.

!2J.S
mil

j

settlement.

T**1

liabilities,

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

|!
f

_y**

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

X. Y.

a‘w**l

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

I

Joseph Boyd Robertson, late of Franklin,
in said county, deceased.
Petition that
Vara Marcia Robertson or some other suitable person be appointed aamlnisrrater of
the estate of said defeased, without giving
bond presented by Vara Marcia Robertson,
widow of said deceas« d.
Horace E. Kilburn, late of Bucksport. in
raid county, deceased,
second aid final account ot Theodore H. Smith, executor, filed
for settlement.
Abbie 8. Noyes, late of Surry, Id said
Fiuai account of George
county, deceased.
A. Soy tb, administrator, ffled for settlement.
Clarence 3 McBride, late of Mount Desert,
in ssi'd con ty. deceased.
First account of
Albert K. McBride, admin.slrator. filed for
settlement.
AlontoS. Gray, late of Sedgwick, in said
county, deceased. Firs, and final account of
Ouiar W
laptey, administrator, filed for

k

a«.

Bills receivable.

Total liabilities and
Walter Aduid,

9-..91S*,
81, 1918

f340,9it
77L»s
3’
socm*
200,® J

surplus,

f l.fttiastn
Evmrktt C.
Bests*,

Secretary.

President.

TRADERS AND MECHANICS I Ns.

CO.

LOWELL, MASS.

1

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918.
Real estate,
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bouds.
Cash in office and bank.

Rebecca H. Tribou. late of Bocksport, In
ssid*county, deceased. A certain instruuep'
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof and for the appointment of
the executor without giving bond, presen ed
by Frederick C. Tribou. the executor therein

I

Howard Mnyo, late of Southwest Harbor,
in said county, deceased.
First account of
Tnpbosa A. Mayo, administratrix, filed for
settlement.

XKW.TOIK,

itaumrat*.

MUTUAL FIRE IN8

MONTPRLIRR, VRRMOMT
ASSETS DEC. 81, mg.

Eublished

said county, deceased.
First accouni of
just received here.
Harry L. Crabtree and Wilson A. Googiu*,
The writer Is Mrs. Joseph Schwelch, executors. Slid for settlement.
Harvey H. Gray, late of Bucksport. in said
Hayingen, Lorraine, and the letter Is
deceased. Petition filed by Alexander
addressed to her brother, Fred tVach- county,
H. Gray, administrator, for license to sell
certain real estate of said deceased, situated
enheiin of this city.
said Bucksport. and more lully described
writing we have in
“At the present
in said petition.
Very fine Witness
quite a few Americans.
BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of
said
Court at Ellsworth, this
elev- nth
people. The children talk to them In
day of February, in the year of our Lord
English, the little that they know.
one thousand nine hundred and nineteen.
They also play musical Instruments ZI
2.Bov C. Haikiis, Register.
A true copy.**
*
Apparently the gentlemen
m
together.
Attest:—Roy C. Haines, Register..,
who are stopping with us are well
placed here, but it is no surprise;
ctt’oriusnurntR
they are all very fine gentlemen and
!
unusually good-looking soldiers. It
NATIONAL SURETY COMPANY.
with
is a pleasure to us to have them

us.”
nf bravery anil exmerous
to count, and several
cars
traordinary courage shown by women carrying both French and American
working with the American and Brit- officers.
Active Volcano.
ish armies continue to interest us at
“We are ready to serve.
We. too,
The most active volcano In the world
every turn over here.
are now a part of this big program
It is 17,190 feet
is Mount Sangay.
Day after day and month after of warfare. I am eager to meet the
high, situated on the eastern chain of
month, women stuck to their posts in
boys. One feels a queer little thrill
It has
the Andes. South America.
hospitals, in advanced dressing sta- of excitement as they* come marching
been in constant erupt'm since 1728.
tions, in work of ministering to the
up the road, one big picture of movboys behind the lines, without the ing khaki.
WEST HANCOCK.
"Our captain has gone down the
slightest show of fear or hysteria,
The embroidery club was pleasantly
while falling shell and bursting bomb
road a way to inform the commandentertained by Mrs. David
Farnsworth
tore up the earth about them.
ing officer that we are ready to serve Feb. 19. The work of the afternoon was
the boys with hot coffee and doughThese women have earned the addone for the Red Cross. The next meetnuts if he would permit them to stop i
miration and gratitude of the armies
ing will be with Mrs. Fred Milliken,
they served. Among this big number long enough en route to accept this | March 5.
of courageous women are two young
truly American refreshment. He gives i
It was with profound sorrow that friends
his consent.
members of the Salvation Army. Capt.
af Mrs. Evelyn Butler Taylor, heard of
Louise
Young and Lieut. Stella
Doughnuts Surprise Boys.
tier death at her home in £Jew York Feb.
Young of New York city. They shared
“Our big tnnk of coffee is placed on
; 18. Mrs. Taylor was a former resident
the hardships and dangers of the
a
wooden box outside the canteen.
here.
American doughboy in
the battle
It is boiling hot. Hundreds of freshSaturday evening, Feb. 22, a pleasant
zones of France and are now continuly baked doughnuts furnish a surprise party was held at the home of Mr. and
ing their work of sewing on his but- to the
boys as they tilt their tin hats Mrs. G. B. Bridges, in honor of their
tons, mending his clothes, baking pies
backwards to ge? a better view of the daughter
Grace, who celebrated her
and doughnuts, writing letters home
refreshment counter—a bit of a curi- sixteenth
birthday.
and being a sister in service with the
osity in this place, it seems.
P. J. Thorsen of New York was in town
First American army division, now on
“A youth from New York observed
last week.
German soil.
this big attack on the doughnuts.
Their record of work Is a remark- | ‘Gee!’
Mrs. Minnie Willard of Steep Falls is
he said. *you girls must have
able one not alone for the wonderful j
begun baking when we started from with her daughter, Mrs. Frank Miles,
assistance they were able to give but j the
who is dangerously ill of pneumonia.
States.’
because of the opportunity they had !
“‘How did you ever get up here?
Irving Peaslee and Herman Sinclair reby reason of the confidence placed in one asked. ‘Aren’t
turned Tuesday from Springfield, Va.
you afraid of The
!
them by the military authorities for
Boehe bombs?
When did you leave
Leon Sinclair, w ho has been seriously ill
service in the furthest advanced posithe States?’ and dozens of other ques- of
pneumonia, is gaining.
tions permitted to ^omen.
tions.
Mrs. Fred Linscott is ill of influenza.
Born Into Salvation Army.
“They liked our coffee. They praised Mrs. Gertrude Linscott is with her.
our apple pie. Their enthusiasm is
inThese two young women
were
Feb. 24.
M. M. M.
Everybody is cheered by
virtually born into Salvation Army fectious.
their presence, and as everyone says,
WEST BROOKS VILLE.
work, for their parents for years
their self-confident manner insures
were working members of this great
Mrs. Linnie Blake and Mrs. Herman P.
peace army.
They went to France victory.
Tapley, called here by the death of Mrs.
'.‘The roof of our dugout is covered Ivan C. Farnhara, returned to
last February.
The following notes
Bangor
with sandbags, but the enemy is deof their work. Jotted down in diary
Monday.
termined
to
wreck
the
town.
Our
men
In
form, gives
part the interesting i
Miss Rosa Fairbrother of Washington,
story of work done by these two I have news to that effect. We have D. C., and Miss
Ruby Stephenson of Belbeen
told
the
authorities
by
that
we
plucky American girls:
fast were recent guests of their
sister,
must leave, as the danger is too great.
At last we are in
“February
Mrs. Charles White.
This has been a busy ceuter for
France! We have a quaint old house
Mrs. Olden D. Tapley left to-day for
many weeks, and we give It up reluctfor our canteen, and where do you
Bangor, to visit her husband, who has
antly.
suppose we sleep! In a dugout under
“Two weeks later: I thought It was been confined to the Maine general hosthe house next door. I say sleep,
quite an event when I distributed pital six weeks as the result ot an accibut for several nights after we ardent at the Sandy Point shipyard.
doughnuts to the boys in the trenches,
rived here we didn’t sleep much. The
Mary Jane, widow of George M. Farnvillage is bombed almost every night. but here we are In the thick of the
battle itself.
Traveling since six ham, died Thursday, at the home of her
“Two days after we arrived we
o’clock In the morning, at two we sister, Mrs. Lucy Mills. She had been a
had our first introduction to real warreached a small town from which the great sufferer many years, but bore all
fare. We had just finished cleaning
Germans had been driven only a few with Chri tian fortitude. She was the
np the canteen preparatory to openThe earth at times daughter of the late Benjamin and Relief
ing for business the next morning. hours before.
Green Bolton, and had lived here all her
seems to tremble with the vibration
We used up a scrubbing brush and
life. She is survived by one
son, Ivan C
several pieces of soap and a lot of of the guns as we stand before the one
granddaughter, Arline T. Farnbam,
one
washing powder, but the place show* Improvised evacuation hospital.
grandson, Earl Gott, two sisters,
"nne our men unload the big supMrs. Lu y Mills and Mrs. Abbie Nichols.
It. My arms feel it.
ply of oranges, lemons and sugar we
Feb. 24.
w e have gone to our dugout. There
Tomson.
have brought with us, sister and I rela something about this accommodaSEAL COVE.
to the doctors.
port
A
continuous
tion reminds one of wild animals
Mrs. May Stewart, who has been serimoving line of ambulances Is bringing
encroached in hillside holes.
This
in the wounded—Americans, French
ously ill, is gaining.
comparison suggested Itself to me as
As their wounds
Roland Ashley received news
I recalled the thousands of men In the and Germans alike.
Thursday
are
treated and dressed they are of the serious illness of his
armies In France who live like moles
mother, Mrs.
in other ambulances and sent
placed
Jane
of
East
In the earth, in trenches, in dugouta,
Ashley,
Sullivan, who sufto the special
trains waiting, and
fered a paralytic stroke
in shell holes and rifle pits.
Wednesday. Mr.
thence to the base hospitals.
and
w-ife
left at once for Ea-t SulAshley
Thankful far Cots.
livan.
Doctors Work Like Mad.
"But we have
cots
and
army
“The doctors are working like mad.
Miss Emily Sawyer has two
very old
blankets and a
wooden box for a
The chief surgeon scarcely looked at samples of journalism. One is a
copy of
dressing table, with a supply of wax me.
‘Yes,’ he said, ‘get them some- the Ulat r County Gazete, Jau. 4,
1800,
candles. The candles and the cots thing cold to drink, and get it quick.’ and contains an account of the
death and
mask the dividing line between civili'We have lemons and sugar,' I said. burial of George
The other
Washington.
zation and the early caveman's state: 'We can make lemonade.’
paper is a copy of the Boston Gazette,
"How thankful we are for these
'Do it quick,’ he snapped.
‘And Mar. 12, 1770. The papers belong to V. J.
cots.
How tired we are I
We feel
have it cold.’
Flye, of Bangor.
^
“While we squeezed lemons into a
quite luxurious lying here wrapped
Feb. 21
v
In blankets.
Hundreds of soldiers
bucket Billy Hale bustled off In the
east lamojne.
passed through here today. I wonder camion in search of water. It didn’t
where they are now and what they
take him long to find a spring with
Forrest West is home from Camp Devare doing?
ens on
water clear and cold as ice. He filled
furlough.
“What is that dreadful noise?
the huge tank and sped back to us.
I
Miss Dorothy
llamor and Tryphena
never heard anything like it in all
We soon had gallons of lemonade Higgins of Hull’s Cove
recently visited
my life except once in the thunderready to serve to -the boys, hot and Mrs. Dyer Young.
ing crashes of a tornado out West feverish from the fight.
Erastus Moore, who has been at the
when I was a girl of ten. I lit the
"They are wonderful, these boys of State hospital in
Bangor several months,
candle and dressed. Perhaps a bomb ours.
Being an American, this mo- died there Friday
morning. The body
had killed some of our people. I hurment thrills one witifc pride.
Battered was brought here, and
services were held
ried upstairs, where all was quiet. and broken in the' fight, and surely
at the church Sunday
afternoon, Rev. S.
It is cold and damp outside, but the suffering terribly from
the
awful
W. Sutton officiating. He leaves a
wife,
moon is bright. I walked over to the
wounds that war has inflicted, these two
sons, a brother and sister.
canteee. I lit the candle in the front boys are tugrvelously brave.
Lying
Feb. 24.
N.

es-

following matters having been pre
senttd for the action thereupon hereinThat
after indicated, it is hereby ordered:
notice thereof be given to all person inter
ested. by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively in the
llsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ella
a.
the fourth day of March,
worth, on
d, 19iy. at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and be beard thereon if they see cau*e.
Clarissa H. Tracy, late of Uouldsboro, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
and two codicils thereto of said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by vbprlgt H- wood, Ifeg executor

Alvin B. Fernald, late of Franklin, in said
Petition
that Wna. E.
county, deceased.
Bragdon or some other suitable person by
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Kebecca Fernald,
widow of said deceased.
John P. Kldridg., late of Ellsworth in said
Petition that Grace C.
county, oeceated.
Eldriuge or some other suitab e person be
appointed administrator of tbe estate of aaid
deceased, without giving bond, presented by
Grace C. Eld ridge, widow of said deceased.

late of Waltham,

in either of the
persons Interested
named:

VERMONT

sessments.

county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament
and codicil of said deceased, together with
petition for probate thereof, presented by
Theodore H. Smith, the executor therein

Clarinda M. Jordan,

Unturancc

Notict*.

tates hereinafter
At a pronate court held at Ellsworth, in and
the
Hancock, on
for the county of
fourth day of February, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and nine-

Harriet 9. Emery, late of Bucksport, in said

Paris.—Tales

—

To all

To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named:
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the eleventh
day of February, in the year of onr Lord
one thousand
nine hundred and nineteen,
and by adjournment from the fourth day of
said February a. d. 191B.
prer\ *H E following matters haring r>een
X sented for the action thereupon hereinThat
after indicated, it is hereby ordered:
a
1
interto
Dotice thereof be given
persons
ested. by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspap«-r published
at F.llsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a probate court to be held a» Ellsof March, a. d.
worth, on the fourth day
1919. at ten of the clock iu the forenoon, an3
be heard thereon if thev see cause.
Effle M. Macomber, late of Franklin, in avid
A certafn instrument purcounty, deceased
porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition tor probate thereof jand for the ftpsoiptgietit 9f
eiecutor without giving pond. presented by
Hehry H. Higgins, the executor therein

ter

canvas

on
“I have seen enough things
wheels today to encircle the globe.
They all pass through .here on their
Huge, lumbering
way to the front.
wagons, carrying tons and tons of
ammunition, others‘carrying tons of
food and other supplies; scores of

Ifgal

trgal 2fotirm.

ASSETS DEC. 81. 1919.
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bocds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agent*’ balancer.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

f 29 3119

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

♦4t:r«u

Admitted

31U*1
»

dmitted,

as^el-.

LI A HI Li i’ILS DEC
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
AL other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities.
Total liabilities and

m

wn

*iW.K‘

81. 1918.

surplus,

KH»j
.’5j.5«a
5s:».t
’33.1309
f

:W9,MTK

ST. PAI L FIRE & MARINE I Ns. CO.
BT. PAUL. MINNESOTA.
ASSETS DEC*. 31. 191*.
Heal estate,
f J42 730
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans.
248
Stocks and bonds.
10.2a8.«j*5
Cash «u office and bank.
‘USX
Agents’ balances,
! ]34.AOi
Bills receivable.
jS.237'
I merest ai d rent*.
U9,1S58
AH other asseti.
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

George Willett Van Nest, late of Tuxedo,
Admitted asset*.
New York,
deceased.
Final account of
LIABILITIES DEC.
George V. N. B idwin. jr.. and Richard V. N.
Net unpaid losses.
(Jambril?, executors, find for settlement.
Unearned
premiums,
Frank W. Hutchins, late of Penobscot, in
All other liabilities.
Gross assets.
817,*22.115 25 said county, deceased.
First aud final ac- Cash
capital.
Deduct items not admitted.
count
of
P.
Albert
36
Leach, executor, filed for
1436342
Surplus over all liabilities,
settlement.
Alice D. Patten, a minor of Orlaud. in said Total liabilities and surplus,
Admitted assets.
♦ 16 085,372 89
county. First and final a< count of Bertie C.
Hersotn, guardian, filed lor settlement.
eastern casualty insurance
LI ABI LITICSiDEC. S1.J1918.
Joseph W. W oodward, a person of unsound
BOSTON, MASS.
mind of Peoobvcot, in said county. First acNet unpaid losses.
ll.T87.W4 98
A8SET8 DEC. 31. 1918.
count of Alcert P. Leach, guardian, filed for
Unearned premium*.
3**'36,076 72 settlement.
f '.m
Mortgage loans.
Ml other liabilities.
1.896.741 30
Clarence H. McBride, late of Mount Desert, Slock* and bonds,
in said county, deceased.
uj»i
Cash capital.
Petition filed by Cash in office and bank,
4.866 899 89
Agents' balances,
iff.i
Albert K. McBride, administrator of the esTotal liabilities and surplus,
116.085.372 89 tate* of said deceased, that the amount of the Bils receivable.
Interest and rents.
2,1113
inheritance tax on said estate he determined
1
by the Judge of Probate.
Gross assets.
1.:
Charles H. Preble, latr of Sullivan, in said
MASSACHUSETTS BONDING & INSUR- county, dece»«B< d. Petition filed
Deduct items not admitted,
.•.til#
by W. B.
Blaise el I. administrator of the estate of said
ANCE CO.
Admitted assets,
deceased, that the amount of the inheritance
BOSTON. MASS.
tax on said estate he determined by tht Judge
LIABILITIES DEC. 31.1918
oi Probate.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1918.
Net unpaid losses.
# 21.4341
Rudolph K. Brunnow, late of Princeton, Unearned premiums.
Real estate.
*
18,500 00
16.111#
of Mercer, state of New Je.s*y, deStocks and bonds,
All other liabilities.
4.305,0*7 17 county
i6.<ra
ceased.
Petition
filed
Thomas
T
oherby
t ’tt-h in office and bank,
Cash capita],
390,167 10
man. one of the executors of the last will and
over all liabilities.
8*8.251 93
Agents’ balances.
4.641#
testament of said
that the amount Surplus
Bills receivable.
SI7MI of the inheritancedeceased,
tax on the estate ot said
Interest and rents.
Total liabilities and surplus.
46 624 75
USeJTH
be determined by
the Judge of
All other assets,
154.428 47 deceased
Probate.
SCOTTISH UNION A NATION AL 1X3. CO
Wesley H. Cousins, late of Lamoine, in ’■aid
Gross assets.
♦5,775.863 12
First account ot Fred W\
county, deceased
Deduct items not admitted.
ItDINBCSf H, SCOTLAND.
386 600 32
Cousins, administrator, filed for settlement.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1913
Orvando Cousins, late of Lamoine, in sa d
Admitted assets,
$5,3*9.3*4 80
Real
estate.
."U«»
county, deceased. F'irat account of Fred W.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1918.
«J»W
Mortgage loans.
Cousins, adniiuts'raioi, filed for seUleau ut.
Stocks and bonds.
a.iiu
L.
late
of
vet unpaid losses.
Gideon
in
S'id
Joy,
Hancock,
$1,424,778 22
Cash in office and bunk.
SUB#
Unearned premiums,
1.720.083 85 county, d> ceased. Tbiid account ot Alice H.
tji.cn
Agents’ balances.
All ot» er liabiii ies,
291,617 85 Scon, trustee, filed for settlement.
Interest and reuis,
(. ash capital,
Albs W
I.SOO.OOubO
Spencer, late of Ellsworth. In said
A certain in»t< umeni purcoun a. deceased.
452.932 88
Surplus over all liabilities,
Gross assets.
porting to be the last will and testameut of Deduct items not
admitted.
said deceased, ogetber with petition lor pro
Total liabilities and surplus,
$5,389,362 80
auo tor the appointment of the
bate
thereof
W.
C.
F. L. MASON. AGENTS.
Admitted assets,
executrix withou givii g bond. presented
ty
Ellsworth, Me.
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1918.
Ida F. Spend r, the executrix therein nwoui
Harry M. Yondelovitxof Stoniugton, in said
Net unpaid losses.
| 4008#
MACOMBhR, FARR &
WHITTEN. GEN
said
court
mat
his
name be
county, petition*
Unearned premiums.
>.358,1*1 i*
ERAL AGENTS, Augusta. Me.
charged to Harry M. Lovett.
Al! other -labilities.
Robert oturgis. late of the city, county and Cash capital, deposit.
JOO.(X.0#
state of New York, deceased
Petition filed
3.039 tfe5 #
Surplus over all llabilitiefl.
THE LUMBER MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
by Marion Sturgis, of said New York, praying
for toe appointment of Thomas K.
OP EOSTON, MASS.
ummins Total liabilities and
#M9\695S
surplus,
of Milton, Massachusetts, or some other suit- 1
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918.
able person, as trustee under the last will aud
CO.
AGRICULTURAL
INSURANCE
:
of
said
testament
deceased,
without
giving
$1,213.807 26
sureties on his bond, in place of Roger F.
Casn in office and banks.
123.400 84
WATBSTOWN, S■
29.348 08
BtO'g’S, trustee now deceased
Agents’ balances,
ASSETS DEC. 81 191817.829 18 Witness BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of
1
All other assets.
25.988 68
i 44.TC5 #
said Court
at
this
Ellsworth,
fourth Real estate.
507*2#
-j
day of February, to the year of our Lord Mortgage loans.
Gross sasets.
<*8.825 #
$ 1.410,368 98
one thousand nine hundred and nineteen.
Collateral loans,
#
Deduct items not admitted.
104,677 32
4.72MH
Slocks
and
bonds.
Roy C. Haiku*, Register.
515. M
Cash iu office an bank.
A true copy.
Admitted assets.
3714U
$1,305,791 67
Agents’
balance*,
C.
Attest:—Roy
Hainks, Register. ! Interest
643#
aid rents.
LIABILITIES DEC. 81,1918.
18,03 #
All other assets.
Net unpaid losses.
NOTICK OF FOKKCMMUKK.
19.234 76
$
Unearned premiums,
340.143 17
Sidney 8. Bunker of Sullivan,
Gross assets.
All other liabilities,
219,153 76
county of Hancock. Slate of Maine, by
.VIJ**
Deduct items not admitted,
727.259 99 bin morigage deed dated March 19, a. d.
Surplus over all liabilities,
1903,
and recorded in the registry of deeds for Han*6.1 AM#*
Admitted assets,
Total liabilities and surplus.
$1,306,791 67 cock county, in hook 393, page 3
conveyed to
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1818.
Charles H. Pr. ole in bis life time, a certain
lot or parcel of land situated in said
, «?,««»
Net unpaid losses.
MIDDLESEX MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE j bounded and described as follows: Sullivan, Unearned
premiums.
BeginCOMPANY.
ning cn t be south side of the road leading to All other liabilities,
Franklin at a stake at the northwest corner Cash capital,
CONCORD, MASS.
of the field of George Gordon; tlieuce running Surplus over all liabilities,
Incorporated March 3, 1826.
south fifty and one-half (50^) degrees east
AS8ET8 DEC. 31, 1818.
along the southerly side of said road twenty- Total liabilities and surplus.
Real estate
five feet, more or less, to a post; thence runMortage loans
ning south thirty eight and one half <38*#)
MARYLAND CASUALTY' COMPAS*'
Stocks and bonds
degrees west two hundred and fort)-three
Cash in < ffice and bank
BALT1MORB, MARYLAND
feet, more or less, to a stake; thence sooth
Agents’ balance s
ASSETS DEC. 81. 1916
fifty-one and one-half (61^) degrees east two
Interest and rents, accrued
and
hundred
eighty feet, more or les*, to the Real estate.
t 1
All other assets
fence between laud of said Gordon and laud
ia,41iS
loans.
MortKaxe
of Elisha Pickering; thence south thirty- Collateral
loans.
Gross assets
seven (87; degrees and ten minutes west along
Stocks
and
bonds,
Deduct items not admitted
said fence one bundled and ninety fett. more Cash in office and
|
bank,
or less, to a stakr; thence north sixty five (66)
Ageuts’ balances.
Admitted assets
$ 717,184 95 degrees west three hundred and eighty feet,, Bills receivable.
more or less, to the line between land of said
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1918.
Interest and rents.
Gordon and laud now or formerly of heirs of All other
Net unp-lid looses
ssse.s,
John Gordon; thence along amid line north
Unearned premiums
and
one
half
thirty-eight
east
(38^)
All other liabilities
degrees
Gross assets.
hundred
five
feet, more or less, to the place of Deduct items not
Surplus over all liabilities
admitted,
beginning, including all my laud and rights
between said above described parcel and SulTotal liabilities and surplus
Admitted assets,
$717,184 95 livan river.
Excepting and reserving, howThe unused part of the premium is re- ever, from above
LIABILITIES DEC 81
described lot a lot described
turned to the policyholder at expiiation. as conveyed in a deed from Sidney S. Bunker Net unpaid losses.
to Oscar J. Hyson of said Sullivan,
For over loity years, not less than 20
Uuearned
containing
premiums,
cent
p«
five thousand feet, together with the cotiage All other liabilities,
has been returned on oof-year policies, 40
per thereon standing, which deed is dated OctoCash capital.
cent on three-year policies,.and 80
a. d. 1902, and recorded in the
Han- Surplus over all liabilities,
per cent ber 1,
cock County registry of deeds in vol. 381
on live-year policies.
Also excepting and reserving to i Total liabilities and surplus.
page 366.
George Gordon of said Sullvau, aforesaid i
THE CENTRAL
and his heirs, the right of way over the
MANUFACTURERS MU
road
LUMBERMEN'S
upon the lot above described as now laid out PENNA.
TUAL INS. CO.
and travelled. This conveyance is made exINS. CO.
VAN WBBT, OHIO.
pressly subject to a lease of the lo. above de- i 806 LAHAYKTTK BUILOINO, PHILADBLPBU.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918.
scribed from said George Gordon under
tbe
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1«1S
^
Real estate.
(iordon* Jr "•lo he Sulli !
# 40.000
Mortgage loans.
8 Company, dated
Mortgage loans.
165,350
Stock* aud bonds.
20, 18.9, and recoroed m book 167, September
Stocks and bonds,
page 182. of !
760,830
Hancock County registry of deeds.
Cash in office and bank.
Cash in office and bank,
»
Courses
78 884
in &i>ove
Agents’ balances,
description ate by compass, dated Agents’ ba'ances
17n .811 36
Interest and rents.
September 20, 187B.
Interest and rents,
Aud whereas the add
10,047 t’8 Cbaries H.
r'reb.e hits since deceased ana All other assets,
the
was
Gross -assets,
undersigned
on ttu twentieth day of
#1,233.928
Gross assets.
November, 1918, duly appointed administrator
Deduct items not admitted1,
9,557
of the estate of the said Ch
rles H. Preble; Deduct items not admitted,
ana
whereas tbe condition of said mortgage
Admitted assets,
#l,224,g?i
|l.l8°’‘
has been broktu. now,
Admitted assets,
therefore, by reason of
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1018.
the breach of tbe condition
LIABILITIES DEC, 81. i»l**
thereof, I claim
Net unpaid losses,
^
«
a
foreclosure of said mortgage in behalf of Net
45'80
*
Unearne premiums,
«.»
unpaid losses.
said estate.
All other liabilities.
Unearned premiums,
,iQ,cSf’;‘
W. B. Blaisdbll, administrator
4«<
All other liabilities.
Surplusover all liabilities,
-54^*
of estate of Cbaries H. Preote.
582 160
Surplus over all liabilities,
_1—^
Dated at Sullivan, this 16th day of FebruTotal iiabilt'es and
aurpius.
224,371 75 ary, a. d. 1919.
Total liabilities and surplus.

j

f

WHEREAS,

mj

jn,*S

“Mif

**•»}

11'S3'

£3*

2828

«

...

123^*5
»«g{

328^

